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Record day for Edinboro
football in 56-12 victory
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

There are two new names to scribble in at the top of Edinboro’s record books. James Clark and
Walter Fletcher.
With five receptions and 328 yards rushing, respectively, in Saturday’s 56-12 rout of Seton Hill,
the record book now reflects what fans have been saying for the past four seasons.
“It just says a lot about [Clark] because we’ve had a lot of great receivers throughout our history
at Edinboro and a lot of great quarterbacks,” Head Football Coach Wayne Bradford said. “So for
him to break the record is a testament to being a four-year player. He’s not a one-year wonder.”
Clark’s receptions brought him to 195 in his career, one more than Darren Massey earned
between 2013-2016.
“It was very accomplishing for me because coming into Edinboro, I had a lot of personal goals
that I wanted to attain and this is definitely one of them,” Clark said of the record. “So when I got
the news Saturday, it was kind of a relief because I got one checkbox done out of the goals that I set
out for myself.”
Fletcher, a redshirt junior, ran for 12 more yards than any Fighting Scot has racked up in a
single game. He’s also now fourth in career rushing yards and tied for third in career rushing
touchdowns at Edinboro. He has always been out to prove himself, as he wasn’t heavily recruited
out of high school and went to Randolph-Macon College before transferring to Edinboro.
“Just having a lot of coaches overlook me, that motivated me to work hard and just keep
pushing,” Fletcher said. “I knew my time was going to come sooner or later, so I’m just proud and
blessed that it finally came.”
Their successes came on a day where Edinboro was clicking on all cylinders and in all three
phases of the game. Special teams had a blocked extra point and a fumble recovery touchdown,
while the defense held the Griffins to just 12 points.
The game kicked off with both teams exchanging touchdowns on each of their first two drives.
Seton Hill ate up 5 minutes of clock with a 60-yard scoring drive, but freshman kicker Hunter
Miller failed to convert the concluding extra point.
Edinboro’s first drive began with a 46-yard rush from Fletcher, who accounted for 57 of the 64
yards of the drive. He was rewarded with a finishing 9-yard touchdown run.
Griffins quarterback Chris Jones connected with wide receiver Ardell Brown on a 22-yard
touchdown pass for Seton Hill’s final 6 points of the game just halfway through the first quarter.
The Fighting Scots knew they’d have to keep tabs on Brown, Seton Hill’s leading receiver with
1,000 yards and eight receiving touchdowns, and Defensive Coordinator Colin Neely said the
team figured out quickly how to keep the ball out of his hands.
“It was a little shaky there in the first quarter,” Neely said. “They got a good wide receiver [who]
we expected to be productive, and he was...then we made some adjustments.”
Clark had two receptions in Edinboro’s ensuing drive, including an 8-yard touchdown catch,

See Records, B2

Selingo speaks to ʻBoro
After 7 weeks in ofﬁce, PASSHE
about education field
chancellor visits Edinboro for ﬁrst time crowd
By Samantha Schaupp
Staff Writer

Photo: Hannah McDonald

PASSHE chancellor, Dr. Daniel Greenstein, visited Edinboro University as part of his 14-university tour across state.

By Hannah McDonald
Executive Editor

A packed room awaited Dr. Daniel
Greenstein on Oct. 17 at Edinboro
University. Greenstein was hired as
Chancellor of Pennsylvania’s State
System of Higher Education (PASSHE)
on May 21 of this year and stepped
into the role on Sept. 4. Being only in
the “third day of the seventh week,”
Greenstein said he was quite excited to
visit EU on his tour of all 14 PASSHE
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schools.
In addition to giving listeners
background on Greenstein, Interim
Edinboro University President Michael
Hannan also introduced Cynthia D.
Shapira, the chair of the Pennsylvania
board of governors.
“Absolutely delighted to be back in
Pennsylvania,” said Greenstein — a
graduate of University of Pennsylvania
— as he began his presentation with
an explanation of what drew him to

PASSHE. He was looking for a publicschool system with public policy issues.
Issues that he believes are solvable.
Posing the question: “How do we
sustain a system...in order to ensure
that all students can afford to get the
education they need after high school?”
Greenstein continued to discuss how
his goals specifically relate to Edinboro,

See PASSHE, A3

The Arts

People decide to move on
to a higher education for a
variety of reasons, whether
it be to better themselves, go
into a certain career field, or
just for the experience.
Jeff Selingo, speaker at
Edinboro University on
Oct. 16, author of “There
is Life After College,” and
Must-Know Influencer of
2016, named by LinkedIn,
believes that the role of
higher education is quickly
changing.
In terms of how people
learn and the way people
desire to obtain knowledge,
Selingo explained that,
“We’re still in the very early
stages of change in higher
education.”
From his research, Selingo
has found that we need to
start thinking about who
our students really are. We
used to see students as either
traditional, 18 to 22 year
olds, or non-traditional,
everybody else — but now
we need to start considering
the different learning styles,
motivations and mindsets
each student has.
Because we have so much
research on learning in this
day and age, it is much more

plausible to make an effort
into segmenting students
based on the learning styles
of each individual person,
explained Selingo.
He stated that it would
make more sense to employ
hands-on learning styles.
This would help students
understand the theories
that they learn in class, by
actually putting them into
application and seeing these
concepts in their everyday
lives. “The problem right
now is when students learn
these theories in class,
but never put them into
application until five or 10
years later,” he said.
Selingo also talked about
the way young adults launch
into careers, which he
believes happen in one of
three ways.
The first he labeled as
sprinters; these are the
people that jump right in.
They immediately go to
graduate school or their
career field as soon as they
graduate.
The second is the
wanderers; they tend to
take their time. Selingo

See Selingo, A3

Sports
New gallery
open until Friday
Gallery is inspired by
human form, “bluecollar class, A4.
Volleyball sweeps on Saturday, B1.
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Al Stone Lecture Series

Series concludes with talk
on Chinese economic policy
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

As much of the Al Stone
lectures this fall have
centered around economics
— such as Professor Michael
Morrison’s lecture on tariffs,
or Dr. Gerald Gendlin’s
presentation on international
trade under President
Donald Trump — professor
Xin Chen took her lecture to
a global level and examined
one of China’s latest
economic policies in her
presentation titled, “China’s
One-Belt-One-Road Policy:
Mutual Aid or Hegemony?”
A professor of the
history, politics, language
and cultures department
at EU, Chen began her
presentation on Oct. 18
outlining the latest economic
policy, titled “One Belt,
One Road.” This is one
designed as a way for China
to expand their economy
while also providing
economic development
and infrastructure, such as
roads to countries they are
trading with. There were
nine countries chosen for
consideration under the
project.
China’s economy relies
heavily on coastal cities and
their exports, which bring
in over $1 billion a year.
Its rural, inland areas only
bring in $1 million in trade.
Therefore, they opted for
the “One Belt, One Road” to
expand past these limits.
In 2015, the Chinese
government identified six
trade routes starting in

China and going as far as the
Netherlands, Indian Ocean,
Singapore and Russia, with
which they trade the most.
There are three forms of
transport: land (railroads
and highways), air and port.
The benefit of investing and
developing infrastructure in
neighboring countries is that
China can secure a steady
flow for supplies they need,
such as oil and natural gas.
A $100 billion (in U.S.
currency) pledge was made
by the Asia Infrastructure
and Investment Bank,
backed by China and its
members. And, since China
joined the World Trade
Organization (WTO)
in 2001, leading to an
accumulation of money in
foreign exchange reserves,
China has the money to
invest in this sort of thing,
explained Chen.
This increased
infrastructure also reduces
China’s dependency on U.S.
economy and U.S. dollar.
According to Chen: “China
in this trading bloc, would
use its own currency, which
is actually accepted by many
countries for international
trade and investment.
The U.S. dollar is then
irrelevant to them, to some
extent, especially as China
deals with their southern
neighbors such as Pakistan,
Myanmar [and] Vietnam,
which use the Chinese yuan
for trade.”
Her PowerPoint also
stated: “If such a trade bloc
were ever created, it would,
according to one Chinese

economist, embrace 60
countries, 63 percent of the
world’s population, occupy
29 percent of the world’s
GDP, and 25 percent of
China’s total trade.”
In addition to the benefits
for China, Chen also
addressed the other concerns
of this policy, consisting of
hegemony and trade issues
between the U.S. and China.
With the presence of
China in other countries,
there is the possibility of
economic and political
influence. Although China
is building an empire, it
could lead to hegemony,
or dominance over other
Asian countries and their
economies. Chen gave a
brief reminder of previous
practices of colonization and
imperialism by European
countries to increase the
mother country’s economy
and secure raw goods.
“Now for China, in
her continuous economy
expansions, rather than
create colonies, she is using
her economic strength to
build an empire by investing
in those countries,” stated
Chen.
At the end of the lecture,
Chen turned to the audience
and asked for their questions
and thoughts on the
presentation. A discussion
followed in the room of
mostly older individuals as
they debated the answer to
the presentation’s question:
“Mutual Aid or Hegemony?”
Livia Homerski
ae.spectator@gmail.com

Photo: Livia Homerski

EU’s professor Xin Chen presented at the concluding Al Stone lecture of the semester.
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Educators give back to the
future of the teaching ﬁeld
Professional clothing drive resurrected
By Nathan Brennan
Staff Writer

After several years of dormancy, the event
“My Professor’s Closet” made its return to
Edinboro on Oct. 22 at Butterfield Hall.
The purpose of the event was to provide
perhaps less-privileged students, generally
in the field of teaching, an opportunity to
obtain professional-looking clothes for their
work as student-teachers.
According to Dr. Mary Jo Melvin,
chairperson for the department of early
childhood education and reading, and
organizer of this year’s event, most students
are in need of appropriate clothing at little
to no cost. “You come to college and you’re
here for three and 1/2 years, and you have
your sweats and your jeans and everything…
[then] all of a sudden you’re thrown into
this situation where you have to dress
professionally, and [you] just didn’t have the
clothing.”
The event tries to serve this need. Taking
clothing donations from Oct. 15 to Oct. 19,
the students were then able to come in on
Oct. 22 to get whatever clothes or accessories
they wanted free of charge. After the event,
the rest of the remaining clothes were
donated.
The event was started 10 years ago by
Dr. Kathy Stevens, where she asked faculty,
students and community members to help
students out with clothing donations. A fair
number of professors donated, which helped
lend its name to the event.
However, due to the workload associated
with holding the donations, it hasn’t been
done for the last couple of years. Recently,
though, Melvin has noticed that the need for
professional clothing has become prominent
once more, and thought it was time to bring
the event back.
While the event is mainly beneficial to
financially-strapped students, it can still be
helpful to those who are not. According to
Heather McMillen, a graduate assistant in the

early childhood education department, just
having a chance to get clothes if one needs
them “open[s] doors” to seeing how one
should look when trying to find work in the
education field.
This brought up a common theme in
education, one which Melvin stressed:
appearance. “I think we do a very good
job of preparing them; they have all their
clearances, they go out there knowing what
they have to do,” she said. “But if they don’t
have the attire, then they’re going to be
judged.”
Melvin finds that this judgment, often
just a part of human nature, is a result of
education remaining a reserved profession.
“You’re in a profession where students and
young people are looking up to you. You’re a
role model, and what you wear is going to be
what they think is the right thing to do.”
However, she does note that this
sometimes puts up a barrier that might
prevent someone from becoming an
educator. A popular subject on social media,
people often debate what the “right” attire
should be to count as professional, and
whether one who lacks these clothes should
be disqualified from their employment.
This is furthered by the words said by a
student of Melvin’s, who finds their loyalties
have them at a crossroads: “If it’s between
dressing professionally and putting food on
the table for my family, I [have] to put food
on the table.”
Melvin acknowledged this, saying: “Is
it fair? Absolutely not, but that’s life.” She
would add, “We want to cover all those
avenues and make sure that everything that
we can support, we do.”
Whether the societal pressure to dress
professionally is fair or not, “My Professor’s
Closet” was put on with the goal of helping
students “put their best self forward,” and
possibly help them cross that barrier in order
to become a teacher.
Nathan Brennan | @EdinboroNow

Freedom found in ﬂash drives

CS club takes on unique service work
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

When Neve Laughery
was thinking of an activity
for Computer Science Club
to participate in, the last
place he expected to find
inspiration was Reddit.
“I found this post on
Reddit where someone
was talking about this
organization called Flash
Drives for Freedom, that
held this event at a hacker’s
summit and they had the
image of Kim Jung Un that
I’ve used for the posters, only
you could actually plug a
flash drive into his mouth,”
Laughery explained.
Flash drives for Freedom is
a project run by the Human
Rights Foundation and
sponsored by USB Memory
Direct, a wholesale USB
supplier, and Forum Direct, a
non-profit whose mission is
to “apply the innovative and
disruptive thinking of Silicon
Valley to help solve societies
greatest challenges.” The
project helps smuggle and
distribute flash drives filled
with music, movies and other

forms of non-North Korean
sponsored media over the
North Korean border.
According to accounts
of North Korean defectors,
many North Koreans have
access to electronics with
USB ports that allow them to
consume non-state sponsored
news and media.
“I thought that the display
was really interesting, so I
went on their [Flash Drives
for Freedom] website and
found their mission statement
and contacted someone from
there and asked if we could
hold an event here,” Laughery
said.
The USBs are collected
from events like the one
Laughery is holding
in conjunction with
Computer Science Club,
and from wholesale USB
manufacturers. The USBs
are then wiped clean of any
identifying data or markers
and filled with the media.
“They then take the flash
drives to the border with
South Korea and attach them
to these weather balloons
and the flash drives drop

randomly over North Korea,”
said Laughery.
According to the Flash
Drives for Freedom mission
statement, independent
groups of North Korean
defectors had raised money
and spent time uploading
media to USB drives in the
past. By the end of 2018
the project hopes to have
distributed 125,000 USB
sticks into North Korea.
“Other events were
proposed like for recycling
and things like that, but I
thought that it would be good
to have something that was
a little more political — that
would garner a little more
attention and I like the impact
that it’s having,” Laughery
said.
The Flash Drives for
Freedom drive began Oct.
10 and will run until Oct. 31.
Interested parties can drop off
USBs in a specially marked
container in the computer
science lounge located in Ross
Hall 137.
Shayma Musa
@edinboronow
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Latino student organization honors
Hispanic heritage with luncheon
By Anisa Venner-Johnston
Staff Writer

On Oct. 18, Edinboro University’s Center
for Diversity & Inclusion, along with The
Learning Commons, hosted a Hispanic Heritage
Luncheon in celebration of Hispanic Heritage
Month.
The event was hosted in The Learning
Commons at the Edinboro library. Students
were welcome to sit and listen to the speakers at
the event and eat Hispanic food, as long as they
swiped in using their student ID cards.
Edinboro’s Latino Student Organization
(LSO) members, Silenia Guerrero, Aileen Ortiz
and Brandon Torres, were in attendance. The
LSO members spoke about their families —
all of who originate from Mexico — and the
Hispanic holidays they celebrate, such as Dìa del
Niño (Children’s Day) and Dìa de los Muertos
(Day of the Dead). Silenia also wanted people to

By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

The landlord-tenant
presentation previously
planned by Edinboro
University Student
Government Association
(EUSGA) will be on Monday,
Nov. 26 at 6 p.m. in Pogue
Student Center, multi-purpose
room. Issues regarding lease
addendums (items added to a
lease) and landlords not being
lenient with when students
can pay with refund checks
will be discussed.
The EUSGA board then
asked some trivia questions
and gave away water bottles if
students correctly answered.
Questions ranged from “What
is Edinboro’s SGA budget?”
(around $900,000) to “How
much is the student activity
fee?” ($225).” It was also
during this trivia that EUSGA
announced that the 2019-2020

know that LSO is open to everyone.
“We want to teach you about our culture.
We want you to be aware. You don’t have to be
Latino to join Latino Student Organization,”
Guerrero said.
Lunch and Learn, which this event was part
of, was started by the Academic Success Center.
They offer a sequence of events that are focused
on helping students academically. This is the
second year that they brought information about
other cultures into events.
“We don’t want people to only see the
academic side of a person,” said Pertrina
Marrero, director of diversity and inclusion. “We
want them to see the whole person.”
There are currently plans to host an
Indigenous People’s luncheon. The date has yet
to determined.
Anisa Venner-Johnston | @EdinboroNow

budget process begins on
Friday, Feb. 15 at midnight,
and closes on Friday, March
15 at midnight.
Leslie Colonello then did
another round of BoroSync
training to show students how
to access and edit their budget
on the BoroSync pages. She
also explained that you could
upload past receipts from
events in order to justify the
amount of money your club is
requesting.
Lt. Eric Kraus of the
Edinboro University Police
attended the meeting to
answer student questions on
a variety of law enforcement
topics, such as parking passes,
traffic stops, why officers may
stop you while you’re walking,
the enforcement of underage
drinking laws, and university
policies on medical marijuana.
Stacie Wolbert then
announced that the University

Safety Committee is looking
for two students to serve and
give input.
The only club
announcement of the
night was that the theater
production “Harvey” will
open on Thursday, Oct. 25
at 7:30 p.m. in Diebold. The
show is sponsored by the
University Players and costs
$3 for EU students, $5 for EU
faculty/staff, seniors and other
students, and $10 for general
admission.
The last event of the
meeting was the induction of
four new EUSGA members.
Logan Watson was inducted
as treasurer, Bryan Geehrer
as the public relations
chair, Tristan Meyers as
parliamentarian and Elizabeth
Stevens as secretary.
Livia Homerski
ae.spectator@gmail.com

Trump to headline Florida rally
By Anita Kumar

McClatchy Washington Bureau
President Donald Trump is expected to
headline a Make America Great Again rally in
the Fort Myers area on Oct. 31 to help Florida
Republicans, including GOP gubernatorial
candidate Ron DeSantis, in the final days before
the election, according to two people familiar
with the plans but not authorized to speak
publicly.
Trump had been widely expected to make
another appearance in Florida before Election
Day to help DeSantis, who won the primary
after a presidential endorsement and faces an
unexpected opponent, liberal Democrat Andrew
Gillum. The race has attracted attention on both
sides: Both former Vice President Joe Biden and
2016 Democratic presidential nominee Hillary
Clinton are publicly supporting Gillum, and
major donors from both parties are contributing
vast amounts of money to the race.
DeSantis has tied himself to Trump throughout
the race, gambling that the connection will pay off
in a state the president narrowly won in 2016.
On Thursday, Vice President Mike Pence will
speak at an event for DeSantis in Jacksonville and
headline a Vero Beach fundraiser for Gov. Rick
Scott, who is running against Democrat Sen. Bill
Nelson. It’s unclear whether Scott, who says he is
focused on helping North Florida recover from
Hurricane Michael, will attend Trump’s rally,
which will be in the conservative southwest part
of the swing state.
Trump has been headlining boisterous Make
America Great Again rallies several times a week

in states that backed him in 2016, including
North Dakota, Missouri and Arizona, trying
to boost Republican candidates next month.
He estimates that a third of rally attendees are
not traditional Republican votes, according to
someone familiar with his strategy.
He plans to headline at least 10 more rallies
before Election Day, according to his re-election
campaign. He will hold rallies this week in
Mosinee, Wisconsin on Wednesday, Charlotte on
Friday and Murphysboro, Illinois on Saturday.
Trump has hosted 37 rallies since he came in
office in January 2017.
Trump didn’t know DeSantis well — though he
did endorse him when he first ran for Congress
in 2012 — but was impressed with him after
watching him appear frequently on FOX News
supporting the president’s agenda, aides say. The
president endorsed him on Twitter after the two
shared a flight together on Air Force One to a
rally in Pensacola.
Adam Putnam, the state’s agriculture
commissioner and establishment Republican
candidate, was leading until Trump tweeted his
support and appeared at a rally with DeSantis in
Tampa.
Trump’s campaign also will launch a $6 million
national TV and digital advertising campaign
Monday that will run through Election Day.
“President Trump is all-in for the midterms
to lead the GOP to victory on Election Day,”
Trump campaign manager Brad Parscale said
in a statement. “His winning spirit is energizing
Americans across the country to get out the vote
and keep the momentum of our America First
agenda going strong.”

PASSHE
From A1
which he considers unique.
Educating students at Edinboro University
is much different than educating students
in prestigious, highly selective universities
where students come into college as “fourth
generation college students...or having
received six AP (advanced placement) credits
in high school,” Greenstein said. He continued
on to explain that Edinboro students can be
adult students obtaining degrees to better
their career outcomes. Or they can be students
from the middle of the high school pot

Educating these students
requires a fundamental
rethinking of our practice.

— Daniel Greenstein,
Chancellor

requiring remedial coursework, or individuals
not from affluent backgrounds. And many are
working to educate themselves solely from
their own pockets.
“Yet,” he said. “They are some of the
brightest and most ambitious learners.”
“Educating these students requires a
fundamental rethinking of our practice,” the
chancellor then stated, seeing it as a goal for
public universities to provide the classes and
resources that these students need for success.
The first step in learning how to serve these
students, he continued, is asking them what
they need from their administration and
university.
When the floor opened up “no subjects
[were] off the table,” and three individuals
took turns addressing Greenstein.
Elizabeth Joyce, an EU faculty member,
posed the first question. About a year and
a half ago, Joyce said, Frank G. Brogan, the
previous chancellor of PASSHEE, discussed
closing a number of Pennsylvania’s public
universities, including Edinboro. Joyce said,
“there are still people in the area that think we
are going to close.”
Greenstein assured Joyce that he had no
intention of closing any PASSHE schools.
Closing universities will not solve existing
problems, Greenstein said. The solution
instead is, “Sustaining this great university,
this system, and the services...now and into
the future.”
“I also want to apologize that that
impression was out there...There was never
any intention to make a statement that schools
are closing,” Shapira added. “We are going to
make sure we are very careful when we move
forward.”
Melissa Hallbauer, a student, stood beside
members of the student-led organization,

“The Sitting Scots.” Hallbauer and these
students — some members of Edinboro’s
assistant-care program located within the
Office of Accessibility Services — addressed
Greenstein on the changes coming to EU’s
assistant-care program next fall.
Posed by Hallbauer, who stood and spoke
for the group, was a question for Greenstein
to “clarify the role...of PASSHE as a whole in
making the decision” to change the assistantcare program, where EU would no longer
employ personal care aids, but instead work
with an outside service provider.
“The decision, as I understand it correctly,”
Greenstein responded, is “it was a change in
state legislation” that caused EU to have to
make their own changes for personal care
aids.
While both Hallbauer and Greenstein
misspoke, saying it was a “state regulation”
change, whereas it was actually a change in
federal regulation, Greenstein admitted that
he would have to research the situation more
and would like to hear EU students’ opinions
further at a later date.
He continued: “Our ability to enroll, engage
and retain students, and to help them succeed
is directly tied to our ability to succeed as
a university in the system. All students. I
think that is one of our most fundamental
challenges, the economy, the demography,
the demands of employers, the demands of
student groups, is requiring us to expand. To
work with students who have historically not
had much of a place in higher education. And
whether they’re ‘Sitting Scots’...or whether
they are adults returning from the workforce
who need to be upskilled...or whether they
are low-income, rural students who have
never had a post-secondary education...
in the cultural landscape, that’s where the
opportunity lies.”
Closing out the open-floor section of the
presentation was a final question from Todd
Jay, Edinboro’s associate athletic director.
His statement referencing Pennsylvania
politics, was simple. Did Greenstein believe
that the goals for growth (be it funding,
enrollment, retention or graduation rates) for
higher education were reasonable.
“I’m a realist...and an aspirational guy,”
Greenstein began, addressing both the room
and Jay. Beginning with the realist side of the
coin, he went on to say that Pennsylvania is
the 47th in the nation for per-capita funding
for higher education. This is largely based
on the economy of the state, the health and
welfare of the people. “And there’s research
that suggests that this is true, but it’s not solid
because you don’t have a lot of longitudinal
data.”
“But realistically, one can hope.”
Hannah McDonald
edinboro.spectator@gmail.com

Selingo
From A1
said, students that tended to
wander in college typically
wander a few years after
college as well. It usually
takes until their mid-20s to
get going.
Last is the strivers, the
people that take most of their
20s to get motivated to find
a career path. “It’s their 30th
birthday staring them in the
face that gets them going,”
said Selingo.
There are also three factors
that lead to these approaches.
The factors, according to
Selingo, are the amount of
debt the student has, the
amount of experiential
learning there was in college,
and the student’s credentials.
The amount of debt a
person has can define their
career ambitions. If there
is a lot of student debt, he

explained, it’s possible that
the person will move back
home to live with their
parents or choose to live in
a cheaper city. There’s also
the chance they will take
a job the person isn’t truly
interested in, just because
it’s a job and can pay off the
debt.
Amount of experiential
learning affects the students
because, according to Selingo,
experiences matter. If the
student did an internship,
undergraduate research or
project-based learning, they
can show this to employers
and help themselves jump
start a career. Internships are
opportunities that can turn
into jobs, so if the student
did an internship with a
particular company, that
company might be more

likely to hire them directly
after graduation.
Credentials are important,
according to Selingo, because
they show how meaningful
completing your degree is.
His research showed that
90 percent of strivers had
college credit, but no degree.
Employers really look to
applicants to see if they
completed a degree or not, as
a make or break point during
the hiring process.
Selingo left the crowd with
this thought: “Learning is
moving from these episodes
in life to lifelong learning, to
continuous learning, learning
that never ends.”
Samantha Schaupp
@EdinboroNow
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Sculpting bodies: anatomical
ceramics and metals show
hits Boro’s Bates Gallery

“The Body2” is a shared exhibit by Narissa Kennedy and Mark Tarabula.
Kennedy created wire and mixed-media sculptures while Tarabula worked
in ceramics. The show is inspired by the human form and for Kennedy, “the
consequences to the blue-collar class.” The exhibit will be on display in Bates
Gallery from Monday, Oct. 22 to Friday, Oct. 26.
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Kate Hudak began as a nursing student, but quickly realized graphic design was her passion.

Art Student Spotlight: Kate Hudak
By Madi Gross

Managing Editor
“My art I like because it’s very versatile,” said
senior Kate Hudak. “I can do drawings; I can do
photography; I can make posters out of squares
and circles and stuff; and still have it look very
nice.”
Hudak is looking to graduate in the coming
spring with a degree in graphic and interactive
design and a minor in printmaking. Initially
a nursing major, Hudak narrowed her college
search to three schools specifically.
“I’m originally from Ohio, so I looked at some
schools in Ohio,” she explained. “One was a
private school with an excellent nursing program,
but the school’s atmosphere and price was not for
me. The other school was far away, much further
than Edinboro and didn’t have what I wanted,”
she explained.
“Edinboro was perfect — the perfect distance,
perfect price and a good school.”
After a few weeks in the nursing program
Hudak realized that her place was not within
those walls. And while talking with her parents
it was her mom that suggested maybe she go
into graphic design. It was after this that Hudak
reminisced about her high school experience
and all of the art classes that she had taken,
specifically the graphic design and photography
classes. “I realized that was my true calling,” she
concluded.
Hudak expressed that paper and ink is
her favorite art form to create with. “It’s very
frustrating to get the colors right, but it’s probably
my favorite because you can see the difference on
the computer and the difference when you have it
out in person,” she explained.
She went on to describe her creative process.
“When I have to come up with an idea I usually
look at things that are kind of a problem in the
world, and then I come up with a concept to

show that but without doing it in a cliché way, or
way that explicitly states ‘This is a problem.’”
She continued: “I want you to get up close and
view what you’re looking at and then see after a
while — it may even take you a couple of days
of thinking about it or seeing it over time — you
realize what the piece is actually about.”
Hudak admitted, “I would say I spend
anywhere from 20 to 40 hours a week on graphic
design alone.” Spending this much time on her
art has lead to some of her personal favorite
creations.
“I’ve created a book that I’m really proud of; it’s
about travel. I’ve created brochure pamphlets on
different diseases, and I created an infographic
about the show ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ that shows the
diversity of the cast,” she said.
As for advice to current or future art students,
Hudak offered: “Definitely [to] think long and
hard about the concentration that you’re going
into and [to] make sure that when you’re doing
your projects that you can see yourself doing this
for the next 40 to 60 years of your life, because
this is what you’re going to be doing and a lot of
people don’t realize that until their senior year.”
Hudak has big plans for the remainder of her
time at Edinboro. She explained: “I have a gallery
that I’m setting up and I want it to be the best
that I can make it. I’m going to do an internship
while I’m here, either locally or somewhere in my
hometown, and I want to graduate in the spring.”
After graduation Hudak hopes to get a job
working for a company whose values she believes
in wholeheartedly.
Hudak’s gallery, tentatively titled “Compass,”
is set to debut on Nov. 18 at Bates Gallery,
located in Loveland Hall. The gallery — which
will feature graphic design work as well as some
photography — will run until Nov. 25.
Madi Gross | @edinboronow
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“With each piece, I am creating a connection with the viewer through formal
components that mirror the human form” said Tarabula in his artist statement.

Comedian Jeffrey Jay brings activism to ‘Boro
By Anisa Venner-Johnston
Staff Writer

Comedian Jeffrey Jay performed on Oct.
18 at Edinboro’s Cyber Cafe. Jay is both a
comedian and a transgender advocate and
informer.
Jay is from Texas City, Texas. His mother
is a conservative judge in the city. He now
lives in Texas with his partner and his
stepdaughter. Jay says that he always had an
interest in comedy. “I kind of always knew I
wanted to; it was all about taking the leap.”
Jay started his comedic career in sports
bars about 10 years ago, before he made his
transition.
“I started in sports bars there when
nobody knew what trans was back then,” Jay
said. He talked about how he would perform
with the these big TVs behind him, and how
he would often mistake touchdown cheers for
approval.
“They would scream and shout,” Jay said.
“I would say that was a good joke. I would
then turn around and realize the Cowboys
had just scored a touchdown.”
Now, Jay capitalizes on his differences, his
story as a transgender man and his transition.
“I was a white girl and had money,” Jay said.
“So I had no problems, so I wasn’t very funny.
Once I transitioned, I had problems and
everyone can relate in to problems.”

It wasn’t until he was confronted after one
of his shows that he considered being an
LGBTQ+ educator alongside his comedic
career. “I had no interest in educating people
whatsoever. I was just telling jokes and
talking about my life,” Jay said. “Then my
management company found me. They said,
‘wow, this is amazing, people could learn a lot
from you.’”
Jay’s interaction with the EUP students
was critical to his show. Not only would he
address uncomfortable topics for people to
talk about, but he opened the floor at the end
of this show for questions about anything
they wanted to know. “There is no offensive
question you could ask me that I haven’t
heard,” he said. He even joked about offering
$100 to anyone who could ask him a question
he hasn’t heard before.
At the end of the show, Jay told students
that if they’d like, they could see the pictures
of him before he transitioned. He told people
the “dos” and “don’ts” when it comes to
people of the trans community. Overall, his
goal was to make people feel comfortable
and let them know that if they were curious
about anything, he was happy to help them.
“I just wanted to tell jokes, and not get a
real job. But then I got to [do] something so
incredible. It’s amazing.”
Anisa Venner-Johnston | @edinboronow
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By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

Greta Van Fleet
“Anthem of the Peaceful Army”
The melodies and riffs on “Anthem of the Peaceful Army” may lack
authenticity, but luckily, the skilled young artists have plenty of time to refine
their sound and draw inspiration from their own hearts and souls.

Standout Tracks

“When the Curtain Falls” & “Brave New World.”
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starts October 31!

Don’t forget to:
• Check your SCOTS account for your
registration date and time
• Read your email for class scheduling
instructions
• See your advisor for class scheduling
advice and your alternate PIN
/Edinboro

@Edinboro

@EdinboroU

While you’re planning
for Spring, stay ahead
with online courses during
EU Winter Session.
www.edinboro.edu/winter

Grunge. Alternative. Pop-punk. Country
rock. Metal. Classic. No genre of music serves as
my exclusive favorite, though any type of rock
’n’ roll suits me well.
No decade of music is my particular favorite
either, as I was exposed to and took interest
in examples from the 1950s to present day, all
throughout my younger years.
I enjoy knowing the names and years of past
albums as well, but the album that has changed
my life, so far, would have to be Lit’s “A Place in
the Sun” (1999).
Despite the fact that it holds the same name
as the 1951 film starring Elizabeth Taylor and
a Tim McGraw album from the same year,
learning that it was released around the time I
turned 1 is intriguing, as is most of its singles,
including “My Own Worst Enemy,” “Zip-Lock,”
and “Miserable,” which were popular before and
after the new millennium.
Listening to an album that is slightly younger
than myself, I cannot help but think back to
the popular culture and lifestyles of that time,
despite the fact that I was too little to know.
My brother being still in the womb and two
of my cousins graduating high school is another
consideration.
However, when it comes to being personal,
lesser known tracks like “Perfect One,” “Down,”
and “Lovely Day” are most special to me
because, while any song is supposed to reflect
powerful emotion, these songs represent some
of my latent yet strongest desires, as in to be
desired, to relax, to have fun and sometimes a

combination of all three.
With pounding drums, along with moving
guitar riffs and vocals, most of the tracks are
heartfelt, desperate, immature, and all-around
exciting, for me at least. This also applies to the
last track, which holds the album’s name.
I have played each of the 12 songs for my
father as he patiently listened and answered
my questions — most of which were about his
opinions and visualizations, and most of which
were positive and creative. But understandably,
as someone who grew up in the 1980s, he never
became fully convinced of its value.
After asking people who were either teens or
young adults around the time of its release if
they know or remember its hits, many are either
confused or unaware.
Though the band and each of its albums seem
to have disappeared quietly into the shadows
of time and interest, my imagination and lust
for life both feel perpetual during and after
listening to just one song from it.
Trying to stay grounded, I still picture
myself as a popular, influential and often edgy
figure and have been since familiarizing myself
with the album since my sophomore year at
Edinboro.
Built on the foundations of hedonism and
identity crises, nothing unusual in a post-1960s
world, “A Place in the Sun” holds a place in my
mind, body and heart and is one that, while not
particularly popular nowadays, I could never
deviate from, even through my “miserable”
times.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow
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Top 21 horrors and thrillers of the century, as rated by Newsday
By Rafer Guzmán
Newsday

Not long ago, horror movies were fairly
predictable fare: You had your unstoppable
psycho, your bevy of half-naked women,
several buckets of blood and an ending that
promised a sequel.
But today? That old formula seems so 20th
century.
The horror resurgence of recent years has
been wildly diverse, encompassing a range of
artful, innovative, even socially provocative
films. The different cinematic styles, from the
historical realism of “The Witch” to the laptopbased “Unfriended,” are as varied as the subject
matter, which might tackle female sexuality
(“Jennifer’s Body”), racism (“Get Out”) or even
the American justice system (“The Purge”).
What’s more, as the genre achieves that
magic combination of critical praise and big
box-office, it is attracting major talents: Vera
Farmiga, Toni Collette and John Krasinski are
a few examples. Horror also got a rare Oscar
moment earlier this year when “Get Out”
earned a nod for best picture.
In short, horror is achieving a credibility it
hasn’t had since the days of “Rosemary’s Baby”
and “The Exorcist.” Those classics still rank
high on any all-time greats list, of course, but
maybe it’s time to take stock of more recent
titles that are pushing horror to new heights
of acclaim and popularity. Here are the 21 best
horror films- so far- of the 21st century.
1. HEREDITARY (2018) After her mother’s
death, Annie, an obsessive artist (Toni
Collette), suspects that her recent misfortunes
may stem from her recently deceased mother.
If that sounds like familiar territory, be warned:
Ari Aster’s riveting debut feature goes where
most movies wouldn’t think to go. Combining
inventive camerawork, unspeakable tragedies
and an excellent cast (including Gabriel Byrne,
Alex Wolff and newcomer Millie Shapiro),
“Hereditary” is horror’s new high water mark.
2. GET OUT (2017) Jordan Peele’s debut
film about a young black man (Daniel Kaluuya)
who meets his white girlfriend’s parents
became not just a major hit but the Movie of
the Moment. Poking fun at white hypocrisy and
black paranoia at a time of heightened racial
rancor, the movie found an entertaining waypart horror, part satire- to address a difficult
and discomfiting issue. “Get Out” already
seems to be paving the way for a new wave of
indie black cinema, from the surreal comedy
“Sorry to Bother You” to the rap-themed drama

“Blindspotting.”
3. PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (2009) Not
since “The Blair Witch Project” has a horror
movie done so much with so little. Set in a
haunted McMansion, “Paranormal Activity”
uses flickering lights, self-slamming doors and
other un-special effects to build a hair-raising
sense of tension. Shot for $15,000, Oren Peli’s
film earned $193 million, spurred five sequels
and helped turn the Blumhouse horror-studio
into the powerhouse behind “Split,” “The
Purge,” “Get Out” and many others.
4. BLACK SWAN (2010) Natalie Portman
won an Oscar for portraying a mentally
unraveling ballerina in Darren Aronofsky’s
deliriously weird masterpiece. For such a freaky
film, “Black Swan” became a $329 million hit
and earned four other Oscar nods, including
best picture.
5. LET THE RIGHT ONE IN (2008) John
Ajvide Lindqvist’s novel about a 12-year-old
boy and the vampire girl next door has been
adapted twice. This Swedish original is a
standout: a ghastly and mournful allegory of
childhood. Heart-tugging performances from
Kare Hedebrant as mortal Oskar and Lina
Leandersson as his vampire beloved.
6. LET ME IN (2010) The American version
of the Lindqvist story, starring Chloe Grace
Moretz, is slightly jazzed up with bloody effects.
Still, it’s uncommonly pensive, bleak and
beautiful. It’s just about, er, neck and neck with
the original.
7. THE CABIN IN THE WOODS (2012)
Drew Goddard’s Russian nesting-doll of a
movie, about two guys in a control room
who manipulate humanity, is a mischievous
mindblower without a single predictable
moment. A modest hit that should have been a
blockbuster.
8. THE BABADOOK (2014) An exhausted
mother (Essie Davis) and her seizure-prone son
(an unsettling Noah Wiseman), are haunted by
a storybook creature. Jennifer Kent’s directorial
debut takes a classic horror-subtext- a parent’s
weakness becomes a physical monster, and
brings it powerfully to the surface.
9. THE WITCH (2015) Anya-Taylor Joy’s
breakout role came in this beautifully crafted
period-piece about an American Colonialist
girl whose family begins blaming her for their
misfortunes. Exceptionally spooky, with a
strange, hypnotic ending.
10. A QUIET PLACE (2018) John Krasinski
stars in his own directorial debut as a man
trying to protect his family from alien creatures
that hunt by sound. This is 90 solid minutes

Photo: Tribune News Service

‘Hereditary’ is horror’s new high water mark, according to Newsday.
of try-not-to-scream moments, with barely a
word of spoken dialogue- a tremendous feat.
11. CRIMSON PEAK (2015) An aspiring
author (Mia Wasikowska) marries a doomed
aristocrat (Tom Hiddleston) and moves into
his decrepit mansion. An exceptionally vivid
Gothic romance, part Poe and part Bronte,
from Guillermo del Toro.
12. SPLIT (2016) A young woman (Anya
Taylor-Joy) is kidnapped by a mentally ill man
(James McAvoy) who has 23 personalities. M.
Night Shyamalan’s surprise comeback was a
secret sequel to his hit “Unbreakable,” and now
it has spawned another film, “Glass,” due for
release in January.
13. WHAT LIES BENEATH (2000)
Harrison Ford and Michelle Pfeiffer are a
married couple whose lakeside house is
haunted by a drowned woman’s ghost. Some
20 years on, this Robert Zemeckis film might
feel a little old-fashioned, but it’s a great Gothic
chiller with an A-list cast.
14. IT (2017) This big-screen adaptation of
Stephen King’s novel about a clown who preys
on children was a critical and commercial
smash. Like “Stand By Me,” “It” has an
emotional core that feels as strong as the scares.
15. SAW (2004) Gratuitously gross, morally
bankrupt, aesthetically anemic- say what you
will, this gory tale of a sadistic serial killer gave
us the term “torture porn” and dominated
horror the way “Halloween” did 40 years ago.
Eight films on (“Jigsaw” came out last year),
we’re still getting splattered.
16. DRAG ME TO HELL (2009) A loan
officer (Alison Lohman) turns down an elderly
woman who blasts her with a curse. Sam

Raimi’s last horror film (at least to date) is a
darkly funny fable about greed and selfishness,
with an uproariously good finale.
17. DEVIL (2010) Five people stuck in a
high-rise elevator begin dying in horrible ways.
John Erick Dowdle’s economical horror-thriller
is claustrophobic, wickedly funny and quite
effective. Fine cinematography by the great Tak
Fujimoto (Terrence Malick’s “Badlands”).
18. TRUTH OR DARE (2018) During
spring break in Mexico, several college friends
play a well-known drinking game, only to find
that they must keep playing- or die. The idea of
a haunted game feels somewhat new, and the
various deaths have a fiendish irony. A jaunty
little body-count flick.
19. THE LAST EXORCISM (2010)
A fraudulent preacher (Patrick Fabian)
encounters a “possessed” girl (Ashley Bell) in
the backwoods of Louisiana. It’s an intelligent
twist on an old theme; inspired by the 1972
documentary “Marjoe.”
20. UNFRIENDED (2014) The ghost of
a suicidal teenager preys on her classmates
during a group Skype call. It’s a clever update
of the found-footage genre, with everything
unfolding on a computer screen. It also raises
a very 21st-century question: Might this movie
feel even scarier if you watched it on a laptop?
21. THE CONJURING (2013) Horror
went classy with this Warner Bros. production
starring Oscar nominee Vera Farmiga (“Up in
the Air”) and Patrick Wilson as paranormal
investigators Lorraine and Ed Warren. Low
on bloodshed, long on ambience. The quality
has remained mostly high over the six-film
franchise.

TV Q&A: Will Roseanne come back
from the dead? What about ‘Suits’?
By Rich Heldenfels
Tribune News Service

You have questions. I have some answers.
Q: In the first episode of “The Conners,” the show killed off the Roseanne
character by an opioid overdose. In the original “Roseanne” series, John
Goodman’s character (Dan) was killed off by a heart attack but came back to life
in the new show as if everything that happened was a bad dream. Is there any
possibility that ABC will forgive Roseanne and find a way to bring her back alive
again?
A: The circumstances of the two deaths were very different. Dan died in the
original series at the end of its run, with the assumption that the show would not
be back. When ABC and Roseanne decided to resume the comedy, it had to be
with one of its most important characters which Dan was, and is, so the revival
simply ignored his previous demise (aside from a couple of meta jokes).
But killing Roseanne was necessitated by her departure from the show, and any
ownership of it, after a furor over some of her off-camera comments. As James
Poniewozik said in The New York Times, “what really killed Roseanne Conner ...
(was) Roseanne Barr’s racism.” And it’s unlikely the network will bring her back
after that.
Q: Was the TV show “Suits” canceled?
A: No. It’s on a break after completing its seventh season but will be back for
an eighth in 2019. You can also look forward to a spin-off, currently untitled,
focusing on the “Suits” character Jessica Pearson, played by Gina Torres. That show
will find Jessica working in Chicago, and the Chicago Tribune reported that the
cast was shooting recently in the Windy City.
Q: I loved watching “Xena: Warrior Princess” with Lucy Lawless and Renee
O’Connor. Did they play in any other TV shows or movies? What are they doing
now?
A: Since “Xena” ended in 2001, Lawless has been a frequent screen presence,
including in the series “Battlestar Galactica,” “Spartacus,” “No Ordinary Family,”
“Parks and Recreation,” “Salem” and, most recently, on Starz, “Ash Vs Evil Dead.”
O’Connor has also been onscreen, for example in the series “Ark,” movies such as
“Beyond the Farthest Star” and the 2017 film “A Question of Faith.”
Q: Any information about the return of “The Orville”? I really enjoyed the
spoof-like stories and all the futuristic inventions.
A: It will be back Dec. 30.
Q: We love “The Good Doctor” starring Freddie Highmore. We bought
the DVD of his movie “August Rush” and it was marvelous. My husband says
Highmore did not play the guitar in the movie. I said it looked like he did. Who is
right?
A: According to a 2007 story in the Christian Science Monitor, Highmore
underwent three months of intense training. “Jeff McErlaine, Highmore’s New
York-based guitar instructor, says the actor spent three to six hours each week on
lessons, focusing almost exclusively on the pieces in the film,” the newspaper said.
“Ultimately, a hand double (the guitarist Kaki King) was used, although sparingly,
and only because certain virtuosic passages were added too late in the filming
schedule for Highmore to learn.” Highmore also studied footage of Jimi Hendrix
and Michael Hedges “to better grasp the mindset of a guitarist.” And why go to all
that trouble? The director, Kirsten Sheridan, believed it connected the actors more
to their characters. “We wanted them to feel the emotion of the music they were
playing.”
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Across
1 Minimally
5 Oversight
10 “Man With a Plan” network
13 One and only
14 Fads
15 No longer active: Abbr.
16 Rolls off the alley
18 “__ we there yet?”
19 College Board exam, briefly
20 French assent
21 It’s calculated using ht. and wt.
22 Make a face, say
23 Swing era dance
26 Loan application section
27 Badgers
28 Staff helper
29 “Be My __ Ono”: Barenaked Ladies song
30 West Coast athletic footwear company
32 Smoking hazard
36 Got close to empty

37 Area to lay anchor
38 High style
39 Cry related to “hey”
40 Opt out
44 Anticipatory counterargument
47 Goldfinger’s first name
48 Three-time NBA Finals MVP Duncan
49 __ Butterworth
50 Post-workout lament
51 Open event gold medalist in the 2016
Chess Olympiad
52 Dairy implement, and a hint to what’s
hidden in 16-, 23-, 32-, and 44-Across
55 Do a 5K, e.g.
56 Meets up with the old gang
57 “Makes sense”
58 Conclusion
59 Increase
60 Typically round-neck shirts

Answers to last weekʼs puzzle:
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Down
1 Norse gods’ home
2 Head cover
3 Window-switching keyboard shortcut
4 Catch a scent of
5 Yellow __
6 “Fifty Shades of Grey” heroine
7 Trial episodes
8 French toast
9 Nail polish brand
10 More like Oscar the Grouch
11 Hamilton local
12 “In the Heat of the Night” Oscar winner
Rod
14 B.A. Baracus player
17 Superlative suffix
23 Copacetic
24 “Makes sense”
25 Old World Style sauce
27 Swed. neighbor
29 Retired NBAer Ming

30 Tax
31 Japanese prime minister since 2012
32 Big name in juice pouches
33 Hot
34 Amorphous mass
35 Home Depot purchase
36 Burst
39 Ready to sire
40 Test limits
41 Excite
42 Yes or no follower
43 Drama segments
45 Sunspot center
46 Leveled, with “up”
47 Theater chain initials
50 Form W-9 org.
53 Explosive stuff
54 Fair-hiring letters

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
“Harvey”
University Players

“Mervant” Magician

“Exploring Unhealthy Relationships”
Town Hall

Womenʼs Volleyball vs. Slippery Rock

Piano Class for Adult Beginners

“Legends, Myths and Spooks”
EU Planetarium Presentation

10/26 | 8 p.m.
Pogue Student Center

10/26 | 7:30 p.m.
Diebold Center

10/30 | 6 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

10/30 | 7 p.m.
Compton Hall — Room 107A

10/31 | 2 p.m.
Alexander Music Center

10/31 | 7 p.m.
Cooper Science Center

In The Community
Haunted History Tours

October Book Sale

ZooBoo

Boo Run

10/26 | 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
The Brewerie
Erie

10/27 | 9 a.m.
Blasco Library
Erie

10/27-30 | 2 p.m.
Erie Zoo
Erie

10/28 | 9 a.m.
Tom Ridge Environmental Center
Erie

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
ʻJurassic World: Fallen Kingdomʼ
Wednesday & Thursday — 8 p.m.
Friday — 5 p.m. | 8 p.m.
Saturday — 2 p.m. | 5 p.m. | 8 p.m.
Sunday — 2 p.m.
Scot Cinema | Pogue Student Center

SHOWTIMES:
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Volleyball aces midterm weekend
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Paige Morris leaps for a hit following an Alicia Eldredge set during
a match against Bloomsburg University on Oct. 20.

By Madi Gross

Managing Editor
On Friday night the stands in McComb Fieldhouse filled up for the
women’s volleyball match against Lock Haven University. In the end, the
Fighting Scots would take the victory 3-1.
After this match, Edinboro moved to 12-10 overall and 5-7 in the
PSAC. Lock Haven would fall to 8-13 overall and 3-9 in the PSAC.
Edinboro won the first two sets with scores ending in 25-15 and
25-14. Lock Haven came back and got the win in the third set, 25-20,

but Edinboro would then get their third game win, 25-19, and take the
match.
Edinboro led in total kills over Lock Haven, 53-36, and in total aces
for this game, 9-2. The Fighting Scots also led in assists with a total of 49,
42 of which came from freshman Alicia Eldredge.
McComb Fieldhouse filled up once again on Saturday night for the
volleyball team’s second match of the weekend. This pitted them against
Bloomsburg, who Edinboro would defeat in a 3-0 sweep. After this
match, Edinboro moved to 13-10 overall and 6-7 in the PSAC, and the
Huskies would move to 5-17 overall and 1-12 in the PSAC.
This match was significant for the Fighting Scots as it was the team’s
annual cancer awareness game. During the game, the team wore white
jerseys with pink numbering on them rather than their usual red and
white. Libero Molly Breier wore a pink jersey with black numbering
on it. Each of the team’s players wore black shoes with neon pink laces,
matched with a pink ribbon tied in their hair.
Edinboro got out to an early lead in the first set of the match, and in
the end, gained the win 25-15. After again gaining the first point of the
second set, ‘Boro got another strong lead against the Huskies and ended
with the win in a 25-16 score. Bloomsburg came out with a change of
pace in the third set and got the first point. The score would be tied
several times during this set, but ‘Boro would get a quick run to end the
game, 25-20, and win the overall match.
“It’s always good to get the win and it really motivates you for the next
day because you want to continue it on and continue to do well,” stated
sophomore Cierah Jackson after Saturday’s match.
After this weekend, many of the underclassmen of this team are
leading in categories for the season. Sophomore Molly Breier leads in
digs with 266 and freshman Sally Sterkel leads in blocks with a total of
62. Jackson leads in kills with a total of 258. Eldredge — who is the only
team member in the top five of every one of these categories — leads in
both assists (731) and aces (36).
“I just want to keep doing well for my coaches and the rest of the
team,” stated Jackson. “I set personal goals for myself — goals that I want
to [accomplish] for my entire four years — and I just want to continue to
do that for myself, because I feel like I can.
She concluded, “I want to be my best every time I step up out on the
court.”
The win for Edinboro was the first time the two teams had met this
season, as well as historically. Bloomsburg announced on March 7, 2017,
that they would add a women’s volleyball team for the fall 2018 season.
Accordingly, the team is comprised entirely of underclassmen except for
a junior, senior and redshirt senior.
Edinboro travels to their last two away matches of the regular
PSAC season this weekend. On Friday they travel to the University of
Pittsburgh - Johnstown for a 7 p.m. start time. On Saturday, the team
will travel to Shippensburg University for an early afternoon game with
a tip-off time of 1 p.m. The team will return home on Tuesday to face off
against Slippery Rock University at 6 p.m.
Madi Gross | sports.spectator@gmail.com

Sports Editor

Nine swimmers posted PSAC qualifying times
between the men and women in their first meet of the
season at Indiana University of Pennsylvania on Friday.
Junior Yana Miletska earned three qualifying times
herself, including a win in the 200-yard breaststroke with
a time of 2 minutes, 29.77 seconds. Her efforts came
despite the women falling to the Crimson Hawks, 13371. Her other two qualifying times came in second-place
finishes in the 200 IM and butterfly events.
“It’s super important, not just for me but for the team,
that I know the events I’m going to put her in [that]
she’s going to compete,” Head Coach Chris Rhodes
said of Miletska. “That also opens the door up for some
other swimmers, where I could put them in some
opportunities to see how they’re going to respond.”
Katelyn Kopacko earned the only other win for the
women, as she topped the 50 freestyle with a PSACqualifying time of 24.44 seconds. She was the lead leg of
the women’s 200 freestyle relay team that placed second
by a margin of just .22 seconds.
Casey Tokarski also earned a spot in the conference
meet in the 200 backstroke with a 2:14.17 second place
finish. She led the 200 medley relay team to a second
place finish as well. Kara Miller was the only other
Fighting Scot to earn a second-place finish, as she
completed the 500 freestyle in 5:40.42.
“Probably one of the surprise swims was Casey
Tokarski’s 200 back,” Rhodes said. “She hit her time
where she was last year at the conference meet, so she’s
off and running.”
The men also fell to Indiana, 114.5-80.5, despite six
men qualifying for the conference meet in seven events.
Marcus Grosso led the way with PSAC-qualifying
wins in the 200 freestyle and butterfly event, with times
of 1:46.54 and 1:59.88, respectively. He also won the 200
medley relay along with Nick Bradford, Jackson Bangert
and Tommy Horan with a time of 1:37.77.
Bradford, who qualified for the conference meet in the
200 IM and earned a pair of second-place solo finishes,
said the team trained harder during the off-season than
last year.
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“We have been training pretty hard the last couple
of weeks. We started this year off with a lot harder
training than last year,” Bradford said. “Obviously, we
have a smaller men’s team than last year, but we actually
competed very well.”
Bangert made his day interesting with a solo win and a
new personal record. He finished first in the 100 freestyle
with a time of 49.82 seconds, just .01 seconds faster than
the PSAC threshold. Horan, meanwhile, finished in a tie
for second just .14 seconds behind Bangert.
Bangert also celebrated a personal record in the 50
freestyle with a time of 22.82. Horan won that event with
a 22.24 mark, good for PSAC qualification.
“Since we were so tired [from practices] it’s good to
qualify so early, so then we can focus on training the
rest of the year too,” Bradford said of the athletes who
qualified Friday. “It’s really exciting to see how fast we are
just to start off the year.”
Michael Kocher placed second in the 200 backstroke
with a time of 2:01.59 to earn his way into the conference
meet, and Caleb Dankle finished second in the 500
freestyle in 5:09.94.
The men rounded out their day with a second-place
finish in the 200 freestyle relay, as the team of Bangert,
Kocher, Nathan Spaid and Dankle finished in 1:36.79.
“We’ve got some good guys,” Bradford said. “We don’t
have a lot of guys but we have really good talent this year.
Everyone’s pretty good. We’re looking for some school
records for the end of the year on the girl’s and guy’s side.
It should be a very good year.”
Both the men and women fell to 0-1 to open their
season as Indiana’s women improved to 2-0 and their
men evened their young record up to 1-1.
The Fighting Scots next compete on Nov. 2 when they
host Bloomsburg University inside McComb Fieldhouse.
The Huskies compete in their first two meets of their
season this weekend.
“They’re the conference runners-up the past couple of
years — very well coached, a lot of good talent,” Rhodes
said of Bloomsburg. “These are the people that we want
to compete against...I want to see us race them the way
we raced IUP.”

By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information
Former Edinboro University men’s
basketball standout Keshawn Liggins will
have an opportunity to become the fourth
Fighting Scot to play professionally in
2018-19. Liggins was drafted in the fourth
round of the 2018 NBA G-League Draft on
Saturday afternoon by Grand Rapids. The
Drive is affiliated with the Detroit Pistons.
Should Liggins make the Grand Rapids
roster, he would join Jakim Donaldson,
Henri Wade-Chatman, and Jaymon
Mason as former Fighting Scots playing
professionally.
A 6-foot-5-inch guard/forward, Liggins
played one season for Edinboro after
transferring from Idaho State. It turned out
to be a highly-successful campaign, as he
helped lead head coach Pat Cleary’s squad to
an 18-11 record after being picked to finish
eighth in the PSAC West in the coaches’
preseason poll. The Fighting Scots would go
on to finish fourth, defeating Pitt-Johnstown
in the first round of the PSAC Tournament,
then upsetting top-seeded IUP in the
quarterfinals, before losing to eventual
PSAC champion East Stroudsburg in the
semifinals.
Liggins would end up leading the PSAC
in scoring at 23.8 points per game while
ranking third in rebounding. He ranked
seventh in scoring and 16th in rebounding
in Division II. He also was second on the
team in assists (94) and steals (34), while
making 48-of-130 3-pointers.
Liggins enjoyed one of the top seasons
ever by a Fighting Scot. The native of
Middleton, Idaho had seven games of 30-ormore points, with a career-high 39 points
against Seton Hill and 39 against Charleston,
West Virginia. He scored 691 points, tied
for the second-highest season total, and
his 303 rebounds was tied for seventh. In
addition, his 247 field goals made is second
in a season, with his 502 attempts good for
third. He made 149 free throws, second in a
season, and his 189 attempts ranks fourth.
Read the rest at gofightingscots.com.

Nine swimmers earn PSAC
berths in ﬁrst meet of season
By Christopher Rosato Jr.

Liggins drafted in fourth
round of G-League Draft

In a first for Pregame Playlist, Edinboro’s men’s swimming team huddled
up to pick the top songs that get them ready to compete. Swim practices can
be long and monotonous, and the athletes often find themselves pushing
their limits during grueling practices. Junior Nick Bradford said these songs
not only prepare them for the pool, but get the team excited to jump in and
swim laps.

Christopher Rosato Jr. | sports.spectator@gmail.com

Voices
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Campus
Creepiest Sports
Mascots
Erica Burkholder calls
a foul on Boltman,
WuShock and all the
mascots sure to haunt
your dreams, B4.
Photo: Don Bartletti/TNS

USC reaches settlement in
gynecologist abuse case, B6.
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David Ballew III, 12, evades left tackle Uriah Golding, 72, to get to quarterback Chris Jones during Edinboro’s 56-12 win over Seton Hill on Oct. 20.

Records
From A1
giving Edinboro a 14-12 lead after freshman kicker Jake Monroe
earned his second of eight PATs
Monroe punched his PATs through the uprights despite
the rough weather, but Seton Hill’s Miller missed both of his
attempts. ‘Boro defensive lineman Myles Turner got his hands on
the second attempt.
After neither team scored for 13 minutes, Edinboro struck
again with a 21-yard hookup between quarterback Jarrod Kellar
and receiver Blake Reddick. The touchdown was the second of
Reddick’s career.
After forcing a three-and-out on Seton Hill’s next drive,
Edinboro’s punt return team got themselves onto the scoreboard.
Freshman Khalil Jackson II capitalized on a muffed snap, sacking
Seton Hill’s punter Matt Stewart on the 1. To his surprise, the
football popped out and Jackson fell on top of it in the end zone
for his first career touchdown.
“It was just right place, right time and I just made a play,”
Jackson said. He added: “I’m just happy we won because we’ve
been losing a lot lately and that’s not how we wanted the season
to go. So I’m just happy that we came out here and I was able to
contribute to that.”
In a day full of rarities, right tackle Trey Staunch found himself
with a kickoff return to begin the second half after John Watt
skied a shallow kick to the middle of the field. Staunch, who
played quarterback at West Middlesex High School and began his
college career at tight end, only managed a 4-yard return.
“I’ll admit, it definitely brings back the high school days
of touching the ball...didn’t make a move though. I kinda
screwed myself, but it was good to touch the ball again.” He
also commented on the Griffins plan to keep the ball away from
Edinboro’s dangerous return men. “With [Zuril Hendrick and
Ta’Nauz Gregory] back there, just such a big threat, why not
kick it to the big fella? But we got the ball at the 45 so I can’t
complain.”
Fletcher tacked on touchdown runs of 76 and 19 yards in the
third quarter to give the Scots a 42-12 lead heading into the final
frame. He accounted for all 77 yards of Edinboro’s next scoring
drive, spread out between the third and fourth quarters, on just
three rushes.
Clark’s 195th career catch came during a 96-yard drive after

Stewart pinned Edinboro back to their own 4 with a 56-yard
punt that rolled out of bounds. With a fresh set of downs, Kellar
connected with Clark on a shovel pass that Clark ran upfield
with for a 5-yard gain. Kyle Galyk polished off the drive with a
68-yard rushing touchdown on the next play to boost Edinboro
to a 56-12 lead.
Edinboro ended up with 436 total yards on the ground. Left
tackle Alex Molik returned from an injury that kept him out the
past two weeks, contributing to the ground attack.
“I guess watching two games go down the toilet like we did,
it just was a horrible feeling and I knew I needed to come back,”
Molik said. “Coming back like this and getting to play beside my
guys again, it was awesome. I was ecstatic. And to do what we did
today is just mind boggling. I couldn’t believe we had that many
yards rushing, but we did, and I’m just happy to be back.”
Rain fell at various points throughout the game, while hail
blanketed the field just before kickoff. The first half was spared
from any severe weather, but strong winds and sideways rain
pounded Edinboro during the second half. Seton Hill couldn’t
overcome the weather or Edinboro’s 44-point lead.
Kellar started his second game in a row with Andrew Tomko
recovering from injuries, but Tomko came on to punt in the third
quarter and took snaps at quarterback when the second string
teams faced off in the final quarter with the game out of hand. He
would not throw a pass though.
The win snapped a two-game losing streak, improving
Edinboro’s conference record to 2-3. Bradford said the Fighting
Scots, who also improved to 5-3 overall, were able to spread the
ball around to multiple carriers and receivers, something they
weren’t able to do in recent weeks.
“It feels great. The world is back to normal,” Bradford said after
the game. “[The locker room is] vivacious, if you can use that
term. The guys are dancing and having a blast and enjoying one
another, and they deserve it. They’ve worked their tail off. They’ve
paid the price. That’s the best part is watching how much fun
they’re having with one another and how important it is to them
and how much they care.”
Other players echoed Bradford’s feelings.
“It feels good. I want to credit my coaches and offensive
linemen. They played really hard, opened some holes up and I
just saw daylight and I took it,” Fletcher said of his sixth game
rushing for over 100 yards this season. “So definitely a good
confidence-booster game to get back on track. Next week we’re at

Photo: Ben McCullough

Rebecca Manns challenges for a ball during Saturday’s game against East Stroudsburg.

Scots can’t outlast lightning,
double overtime, lose Saturday
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The Edinboro women’s soccer team took East
Stroudsburg to double overtime before falling 2-1
during their last home game of the season.
The game faced multiple delays due to
lightning. The game started late and was again
paused 15 minutes into the first half due to
lightning.
“It’s hard to go sit down and relax for 30
minutes and get up and play again, and go sit
down, and it’s all warm in there and we come out
and we’re all tight and lethargic,” Danielle Chatten
said of the delays. “But I feel like we overcame that.
It didn’t seem like it affected us much.”
“It’s kind of amazing,” Head Soccer Coach Gary
Kagiavas said. “I went to the locker room to talk to
them just before we were allowed to come out and
they were upbeat.”
Chatten struck first for ‘Boro early in the 25th
minute when she attempted a shot only to be
blocked by the defense. On the rebound, though,
the ball landed at her feet.
“I first shot it, it hit someone and...then it went
right to my feet again,” Chatten explained. “I
touched it on the side, [and] I had a wide open
shot which was awesome, doesn’t happen much in
games with tough teams. I got lucky.”
The half ended 1-0 in ‘Boro’s favor.
The second half started with even more rain.
East Stroudsburg would then score with a little
less than 30 minutes left in the game. The Fighting
Scots attempted to score throughout the rest of
the half as the physicality picked up and the turf
struggled to drain the rain that was still falling.
About halfway through the half, Chatten was
fouled and Mary Sinan took the free kick. The ball
landed on goal with another Scot attempting to
redirect it when the Warriors goalkeeper managed
to boot it out of the box.
With less than 10 minutes left in the second,
Chatten passed the ball to Rebecca Manns for
another chance near the goal, but her shot went
wide left.
Ashley Bayer continued to push for another

goal until the clock ran out, competing for a ball
with an East Stroudsburg defensive player.
The second half ended 1-1.
The first overtime had a few close calls. Anna
Voelker made a save 2 minutes into overtime
when a player came rushing for the ball. The ball
wobbled as Voelker held on to keep the Scots in it.
A few minutes later the Warriors broke through
the defense. Voelker came out to stop the ball,
wasn’t able to collect it and it rolled in front of an
empty net where a Warrior was ready to take a
shot. The defense came rushing through, stopping
the attempt.
The second overtime also had some close calls.
A play that held promise was called offside on
the Scots a few minutes into the period, but East
Stroudsburg would score the winning goal with a
little over 5 minutes left. The Warriors capitalized
on a throw-in and a header that didn’t go as
planned for the Scots with Philippa Borjesson
ending up with the ball for a shot that snuck past
Voelker’s reach. The game ended 2-1.
The physicality had picked up throughout the
game with Chatten drawing at least two fouls from
East Stroudsburg.
“I just try to show her up in the game other
than being chippy, because it does nothing for
the team, so I just try to show her with soccer,”
Chatten said of how she reacts to being fouled.
As it was Edinboro’s last home game of the
season, it was senior night. Halle Hammer, the
team’s lone senior, was honored.
“Obviously it’s a heartbreaker, but I think it was
the best game we played all season and one of the
best teams [we played],” Chatten said. “They were
really tough so I’m not really unhappy with it.”
Kagiavas said he knew the Warriors, who have
won the conference for the past four years, would
be a tough team for the young Scots to beat.
“I thought we played really well under difficult
conditions,” he said. “If the weather was a bit
better, I’m not sure it would have helped us more
or them more, but I think we were good enough
to compete with them today and play really well.”
Erica Burkholder | @EdinboroNow
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Ethan Upperco, 50, leaves his feet to sack Seton Hill
quarterback Chris Jones during a rain-soaked game at
Sox Harrison Stadium on Oct. 20.

Clarion, so hopefully this will carry over.”
Staunch returned Fletcher’s compliment, crediting his raw
running ability for the team’s offensive success Saturday.
“Just having Fletch back there, just such a humbling kid and
the way he can just make us right,” Staunch said. “If we miss a
block, he can make us right, just the way he cuts. It’s an awesome
feeling, and for him to get that record — it’s a good feeling for us.”
The Fighting Scots will visit the Golden Eagles for their final
away game of the season Saturday at noon. Clarion is 4-4 overall
and 2-3 in the PSAC West.
Christopher Rosato Jr. | sports.spectator@gmail.com
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Men’s cross country finishes
ninth at Rock Pre-Nationals
By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information
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Edinboro’s football team was greeted with a layer of ice on the field to begin their game against Seton Hill on Oct. 20.

Neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow,
but lightning disrupts region’s games
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

With the forecasts calling for the first
bouts of winter snow this past week,
athletes in the region were layering up
underneath their jerseys.
Still, nobody anticipated sideways
rain, sleet, hail and even lightning
popping up in the region.
While the rest of the weather made
playing conditions more difficult, it was
the lightning that disrupted multiple
games in the area.
In Edinboro, fair weather with
occasional light rain turned to pounding
hail minutes before Saturday’s football
game kicked off, greeting both teams
with a layer of ice on the field. Heavy,
gusting wind and rain during the second
half left many attendees with inverted
umbrellas.
Edinboro’s women’s soccer team was
set to begin their match against East
Stroudsburg at 4:30 p.m., but that game
got delayed by 30 minutes due to a
lightning sighting within 10 miles. They
saw a second 30-minute delay about 15
minutes into the first half as Edinboro
was putting pressure on the Warriors.
The Fighting Scots scored when play
resumed, but the Warriors tied the game
in the second half and eventually won
during a second overtime period.
“I just thought 15 minutes in we had
the better of the game and that kind of
took that momentum away, but I...don’t
really want to say that’s the reason [we
lost],” Head Soccer Coach Gary Kagiavas
said of the second delay. “There’s a
reason they have won the PSAC four
years in a row.”
In Erie, Mercyhurst University
would bear the brunt of the weather.
Their football team was nearly halfway
through a contest against California
University of Pennsylvania when the

game was suspended to the next day. The
Vulcans were forced to return home and
travel north again Sunday morning to
resume the game at noon.
That contest was suspended with 2:39
left in the first half and with California
leading 6-0 courtesy of two field goals.
They added a third field goal to end the
half leading by 9. Though the weather
improved Sunday, Mercyhurst didn’t,
giving up two touchdowns in the fourth
quarter to lose 23-0.
Lakers Head Coach Marty Schaetzle
said the experience was more different
than difficult, especially getting the
players in the same pre-game mindset as
they were on Saturday.
“I think just the stopping and starting
affected both offenses a little bit, really
both of our offenses — us and Cal —
probably didn’t do as well as we wanted
to, surely for us. And that’s just kind of a
rhythm thing that you want to get into,”
Schaetzle said.
“During the day there were some
sunny times too, so it was one of those
Erie days,” he continued. “You know,
city of Erie — and Edinboro is in there
too — [is] where you get all four seasons
in a day. So at times the weather was a
factor, but at other times it was a really
nice day out.”
Gannon University’s football team
also saw weather-related issues during
their 43-34 defeat at the hands of
Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
Like Edinboro’s soccer team, lightning
delayed the start; this game actually
started over an hour late. Both teams
fought through three separate delays —
totaling 140 minutes — during the game,
and even chose not to take the typical
20-minute break during halftime since a
delay had stopped play minutes earlier.
Going back to Boro, Kagiavas said
that while delays can be tough to play

through, the main fear for the athletes
is the possibility of injury from the
nontraditional interval of activity.
“I can tell you [that] if there is
anything to be concerned [about, it] is
mostly about injuries,” he said. “It’s not
directly about playing. It’s just cooling
down and then you have to warm up...
and it’s cold.”
Football wasn’t the only sport that
faced delays in Erie, as Mercyhurst’s
men’s and women’s soccer teams were
forced to postpone their games from
Saturday to Sunday. They both earned
2-0 wins over Shippensburg Sunday.
The concern for Mercyhurst and
California’s football teams now become
the loss of a day of preparation for their
upcoming games. Sunday is generally a
rest and recovery day, with the possibility
of light weight lifting or similar exercise.
After playing Sunday, the teams were
forced to adjust their weekly plans.
“It’ll be interesting how it fits into the
rest of this week, [as we] now played on
Sunday [and] as we prep for this week
on Saturday,” Schaetzle said. “So it’s a
little bit different. We basically lose a day.
We lose a day of review and teaching
and film, so we’re just going to have to
make that up during the week. And then
California of course will go through the
same thing as they get ready to play their
next game.”
Mercyhurst football squares off against
Gannon Saturday. Gannon lost earlier
this year to Edinboro on homecoming
weekend, but Mercyhurst toppled
the Fighting Scots the next week at
Mercyhurst.
There is a 50 percent chance of rain,
with temperatures in the 40s at kickoff.
No lightning is in the forecast.
Christopher Rosato Jr.
@EdinboroNow

Soccer drops midweek match-up to Griffins
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

Edinboro’s women’s soccer team had their three-game win
streak broken by Seton Hill when the Griffins handed them a 2-0
loss on Oct. 17. The game had cold weather, with snow flurries
occasionally breaking though, and had a noticeable wind.
‘Boro may have fallen behind by two goals in the first, but
they tried to get good shots off when they could. They faced a
Seton Hill defense that would routinely use 2-3 players to jostle a
Fighting Scot off the ball.
“We put all three forwards in the middle, so now they
brought all four (defenders) in. It was always a challenge,” Head
Soccer Coach Gary Kagiavas said of the struggles the offense
encountered. “Now, the plan was to flick it on, so every time
we got the ball in the middle, we flicked it on. We had a chance
because we’re getting it behind...but then we started trapping. So
when we started trapping they had four players within five yards,
so that’s why they had so many people around the ball.”
About 17 minutes into the game, Danielle Chatten got an
attempt when she chased a ball for a header that the goalkeeper
collected over her head. Two minutes later, Manns got an
attempt when a cross from a corner kick ended up near the goal,
but the goalkeeper once again was on it, running to swipe the
ball from Mann’s feet.
Five minutes after Manns’ attempt, Brittnie Spithaler got a
shot off from outside the box that went a bit high. Spithaler’s
attempt was the last on goal before Seton Hill broke through
the defense. Italia Biondi broke away from her defender, as her
teammate passed to her, to get a shot past Voelker.
SHU scored a few minutes later when Alyssa Neast weaved
through two Fighting Scots and took a shot on Voelker’s near
side. The first half ended 2-0 in the Griffins’ favor.
The Fighting Scots defense held strong throughout the game,
with only two noticeable mistakes that Seton Hill managed to
capitalize on.
“I think they just got in behind us. It was unlucky,” defender
Cameron Bujnoski said of the goals scored against ‘Boro. “I
know the one had a one-touch, great shot and there’s nothing we
can do about that, and the other I think they just got behind us.
Nothing you can really do.”
Bujnoski continued, “At practice we worked a lot on switching
players and stuff because we knew they were going to be really
dynamic up top, so we were prepared, but it was definitely a lot
and we did a good job communicating.”
‘Boro had some scoring chances in the second half,
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Danielle Chatten, 10, readies herself for a pass with a
defender to her back during a game against Seton Hill on
Oct. 17 at Sox Harrison Stadium.

outshooting the Griffins 10-8, but none of them landed in the
net as the Griffins goalkeeper made every save, seemingly with
ease.
Voelker made a diving save with less than 2 minutes on the
clock to keep the deficit at 2-0.
Both keepers had nine saves in the match.
“We played really, really well,” Kagiavas said. “We had some
great opportunities, [but] the keeper is unbelievable. She pulled
off two incredible saves. You know, it just seems to be the
keepers we’ve played against this year have done unbelievable
things.
“I’m not disappointed with today’s result. I think we played as
hard as we could. We did everything that we were supposed to
and it just didn’t work out,” he concluded.
Erica Burkholder | sports.spectator@gmail.com

PITTSBURGH, Pa. – On Saturday, the Edinboro men’s cross
country team competed on the same course that will host the
NCAA Division II Atlantic Regional and the NCAA Division
II National Championships later this fall. Running in the Rock
Pre-Nationals, first-year coach Clayton Foster was able to get
a glimpse of the Bob O’Connor Golf Course at Schenley Park
against some top-notch competition.
His Fighting Scots, minus one of his lead runners, Bryan
Geehrer, would finish ninth out of 29 teams in the men’s race.
They came in ranked 25th in the latest United States Track and
Field and Cross Country Coaches Association Division II Top
25. The field featured teams from ten different states, with six
nationally-ranked men’s teams. Ten PSAC teams and 18 teams
from the Atlantic Region took part in the race.
Colorado Mines, ranked third in the national rankings,
finished first with 19 points, with five of the top eight finishers.
Mount Olive (ranked ninth) and Queens (North Carolina,
ranked sixth) tied for second with 126 points apiece, with
Cedarville finishing fourth (158 points). Malone, ranked 21st,
rounded out the top five with 164 points. Edinboro totaled 274
points.
Colorado Mines had the top three finishers, with Grant
Colligan the individual champion. The senior crossed the finish
line of the 8,000-meter course with a time of 24 minutes, 57
seconds to defeat teammate Josh Hoskinson, who posted a
time of 25:09. Luc Hagen was third at 25:14. Hillsdale’s Joseph
Humes was fourth with a time of 25:17. Logan Ramlet of
Colorado Mines closed out the top five with a time of 25:18.
Edinboro’s top finisher was sophomore Colton Cassel, who
came in 23rd overall and 22nd in the scoring with a time of
26:12. Senior Corey Wefing was next, posting a time of 26:27.
That was 31st in the scoring and 33rd overall. Fellow senior
Jared Hallow was not far behind at 26:31, good for 35th and
37th, respectively.
The Fighting Scots’ final two scorers were Brendan Oswalt
and Eduardo Tapia. Oswalt, a redshirt freshman, posted a time
of 27:11, good for 73rd in the scoring and 81st overall. Tapia, a
senior, was 113th in the scoring and 141st overall with a time
of 28:00.
Redshirt freshman Jack Lacina also competed for the
Fighting Scots. He finished with a time of 30:19, good for 178th
in scoring and 261st overall.
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Colton Cassel runs in the Doug Watts Open on Sept. 8.

Parsons finishes 11th,
Scots 10th at Pre-Nationals
By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information
PITTSBURGH, Pa. – The Edinboro women’s cross country
team came in 10th out of 30 teams while competing in the Rock
Pre-Nationals on Saturday at the Bob O’Connor Golf Course at
Schenley Park.
While the finish was significant for Head Cross Country
Coach Clayton Foster, the first-year coach was more concerned
with his team getting a feel for a course that will serve as the
home for the NCAA Division II Atlantic Regional and the
NCAA Division II National Championships over the next
six weeks. The Fighting Scots were without one of their top
runners, redshirt sophomore Hope Pietrocarlo.
The field featured three women’s teams ranked in the United
States Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Association
Division II top 10, and six in the top 25.
Colorado Mines finished as the team champion, sweeping
both the men’s and women’s races with a total of 37 points, with
four of the top seven finishers. Colorado Mines came in ranked
sixth in the USTFCCA Division II Top 25. Walsh, ranked 16th
nationally, finished second with 91 points, while Hillsdale was
third with 128 points. The Chargers are ranked 18th nationally.
Roberts Wesleyan was next with 157 points, while 17thranked Queens (North Carolina) wrapped up the top five with
a total of 176 points. The Fighting Scots, tied for 21st nationally,
finished with 323 points.
Mount Olive’s Leah Hanle was the individual champion,
covering the 6,000-meter course in a time of 21 minutes, 54
seconds. She edged Hannah Thompson, who was running
unattached, by 7 seconds as Thompson posted a time of 22:01.
Brianna Coy of Walsh came in third with a time of 22:05,
with Colorado Mines runners claiming the next two spots.
Stefanie Parsons turned in a strong showing for Edinboro,
as the 2018 PSAC Freshman of the Year finished 11th in the
scoring and 12th overall with a time of 23:04. Senior Abbey
Lang was next, registering a time of 23:06, good for 15th in
scoring and 16th overall.
Sophomore Tori Klimowicz came in 45th overall and
44th in the scoring with a time of 23:58 for Edinboro’s third
finisher. Audrey MacPherson, a freshman, and sophomore
Jordan Hauser rounded out the scorers for the Fighting Scots.
MacPherson had a time of 24:36, good for 74th in the scoring
and 76th overall. Hauser’s time of 27:18 was good for 179th in
scoring and 218th overall.
Brooklyn Messinger also competed for the Fighting Scots.
The sophomore crossed the finish line at 27:37, good for 183rd
in the scoring and 227th overall.
The Fighting Scots return to action on Saturday, Nov. 3,
hosting the 2018 PSAC Championships. The women’s team
looks to defend its 2017 PSAC title and is in search of its
fourth conference crown in the last five years. The race will
get underway at 11 a.m. on the Doug Watts Course on the
Edinboro campus.
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The creepiest
sports mascots
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer
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Yes, Halloween is more than candy.
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

‘Tis the season of Halloween where millions of young
children dress up to go knocking for candy, and thousands
of college students offend various ethnic groups and dress
up as “sexy” (insert costume here). Candy makers bring in
somewhere around $2.73 billion, according to the National
Confectioners Association, and Hollywood exploits the hell
out of the creepy lore surrounding the holiday. Halloween,
like many American holidays, seems to have gotten more
consumer driven as the U.S. becomes more secular.
However, the existence of this loud, obnoxious and
sometimes hurtful holiday, actually, in a very weird way,
means something to me.
Growing up in Erie in the early 2000s was tough. I didn’t see
much of myself in my surroundings, the books I read, or the
shows I watched. As a kid you just want to fit in. You want to
feel as if the last thing people care about is the color of your
skin, the coarseness of your hair, the lunch that you bring to
school.
My mom and her family came to America in the early ’90s
after fleeing the Second Sudanese Civil War. She remembers
the first time she saw snow was the day that she and her family
landed at Erie International Airport. Like all the millions
upon millions of immigrants that come here, America was
a beacon of hope to my mom. It was a chance to escape
instability — to see her younger sisters grow up free of worry,
and to raise her future family without fearing economic
collapse, a chaotic government or wars caused by tensions
between ethnic groups.
Growing up, she made sure that me and my siblings
understood the privilege that we were born into: freedom to
say whatever we wanted, a free education, water that ran cold
or hot right into our house, sliced bread.
My dad’s family is from the Deep South — Alabama — but
he’s called Erie home for his entire life. Growing up he would
tell us about school rivalries and the unspoken neighborhood
boundary lines that exist all around the city. With a certain

cynicism about him, he would remark that as a child he was
not allowed to go into this neighborhood or that because
someone would call the cops on the black kid walking through
the streets.
To these children of instability and senseless death, I, and
my siblings lives where a piece of cake.
But to me, a child of the post-civil rights era, the stares,
comments and micro-aggressions of strangers were torture.
My parents tried their best to show us the beauty of
our culture; I grew up learning and speaking Arabic, my
grandmother taught us how to make Sudanese food, and we
visited my parent’s friends and our family often. But I spent
more time participating in after-school activities with kids
who were nothing like me and consuming popular media that
didn’t reflect me.
Halloween was that one period of time (because nowadays
Halloween starts at the beginning of October) when it felt OK
to be different. When it felt like being different was something
to celebrate. The weirder you were, the more in-demand you
were. All of a sudden everyone wanted to be from outer space,
or below the Earth’s crust, or from the far-flung “country” of
Africa, or Asia, or the Middle East. I never participated in the
festivities, but in school my teachers would all of a sudden
want me to talk about my culture, kids who laughed at my
obsession with African mythology would want me to email
them links to websites with stories and pictures.
On the night of Oct. 31, I felt briefly comfortable in my skin
because no one was judging — half of them probably couldn’t
tell if I was in a costume or not.
In retrospect, I’m in awe of the insecurity I felt as a child
and teenager. I let stares and the occasional rude comment
ruin so many of the exciting things I was able to be a part of.
But that’s a part of growing up.
Halloween might be a consumerist money trap for so many
Americans, but if done right it means so much more.
Shayma Musa
@edinboronow

Congress: don’t copy the Amazon model
CQ Roll Call

Tribune News Service
Does Amazon’s embrace of the Fight for $15 mean Congress
should do the same?
New Jersey Rep. Donald Norcross recently made that case,
arguing that the retail giant’s embrace of a $15 minimum wage
meant other businesses could afford it as well. But Norcross’
argument confuses a voluntary raise with an involuntary mandate:
One boosts paychecks; the other could leave employees without any
pay at all.
Today, a smaller percentage of the hourly workforce earns the
federal minimum wage than at almost any time in the past 40 years.
Since the last federal hike in 2009-10, the number of employees
earning the federal minimum wage has fallen in every year. Norcross
and other proponents lament that the pay floor has been “stuck”
since that time, but employees haven’t been waiting on the federal
government to give them a raise.
Research from economists at Miami and Trinity Universities finds
that, historically, most minimum wage employees earn a raise in
their first 1-12 months on the job. In today’s tight labor market, the
size and speed of that raise have been accelerated.
Target, Walmart, McDonald’s, Amazon and dozens of other large
employers have announced starting pay rates far above the federal
or relevant state minimum wage. (Norcross laments the “heinous
tax scam” passed by a Republican Congress last year, but many
companies voluntarily offered bonuses or raises in direct response to
this so-called “scam.”)
The news of Amazon’s voluntary raise was soured by the
company’s announcement that it would lobby for an increase in
the federal minimum wage, creating a new mandate for its smaller
competitors to deal with. Amazon should know better: Its hometown

of Seattle offers all the proof Congress should need of what happens
when government tries to raise wages to $15 through a mandate,
rather than letting market forces do their work.
A team of researchers at the University of Washington, who were
originally funded by the City of Seattle, reported that employees lost
$125-per-month on average as a consequence of the city’s minimum
wage experiment. Employees who were supposed to benefit from
a boost in their hourly wage rate saw their work hours cut when
employers couldn’t offset the wage costs. (These researchers lost their
funding after reporting this inconvenient truth to a City Council that
wasn’t interested in hearing it.)
Some businesses in Seattle closed their doors altogether. Weaving
Works, Louisa’s Cafe, and Z Pizza are just a few of the businesses that
couldn’t survive the city’s embrace of the Fight for $15. (Their stories
and others are featured on the website FacesOf15.com.)
One owner put it this way: “Seattle is no longer an environment
where our business model works.” One business owner who
supported a rising minimum wage, Felix Ngoussou of the Lake Chad
Cafe, even admitted that he had been forced to cut half his staff due
to the law’s costs.
If a $15 minimum wage, which is double the historic federal wage
precedent, is too radical for Amazon’s high-wage hometown of
Seattle, imagine would it would do to Sioux Falls, St. Louis, or even
Seaside Heights.
Amazon is free to raise its own starting wage to $15, $20, or even
$25, if it believes its customers will pay the correspondingly higher
prices to offset the cost. (Given that Amazon Prime customers pay
for the privilege of using the site, this is probably a safe bet.)
But what works for one of the largest retailers in the country
doesn’t work for the country’s smallest. It’s a good lesson for
Norcross as he charges ahead with his own misguided fight for $15.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Trumpʼs EPA: Senseless
By Jennifer A. Dlouhy
Bloomberg News

MIke Kelly, Republican.
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Ron DiNicola, Democrat.

Whoʼs running in the
House District 16 midterm
elections: Kelly v. DiNicola
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

In perhaps one of the most important midterm races of the
upcoming Pennsylvania elections, incumbent congressman
Mike Kelly faces off against democrat Ron DiNicola for the
House District 16 seat.
Mike Kelly, Republican
Kelly has called Pittsburgh, specifically Butler County, home
for his entire life. He grew up around his father’s dealership and
when the federal government took over General Motors in 2009,
and demanded that Kelly and his family stop selling Cadillacs,
Kelly was motivated to sue GM (a lawsuit that he won) and run
for congress. Kelly states among his most important issues are
education.
With his wife, who was a previous school teacher, he worked
to found educational programs like: the Butler Quarterback
Club and the Golden Tornado Scholastic Foundation which help
provides educational solutions to kids in Butler County. Kelly
says that his longtime residence in Butler puts him in tune with
the needs of the residents of District 16.

Ron DiNicola, Democrat
DiNicola is a Erie native and the child of immigrants, growing
up on Erie’s east side. He served as the Erie County solicitor and
in various capacities in the city of Erie. DiNicola states amongst
his most important issues are expanding pre-K education access
throughout Pennsylvania, making community collages an option
for more students, and creating relationships between police
officers and the communities they serve. DiNicola states that
his involvement in state and local politics along with his long
residence in Erie county make him a candidate that will best
represent district 16 in congress.
District 16 is yet another example of how the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court’s redistricting of Pennsylvania might work out
to favor democrats this election. District 16 was previously
split between two districts and was brought together after the
redistricting giving democrats a greater chance of winning the
district in the upcoming primary elections.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow

Donʼt vote? Youʼre not woke.
By Chicago Tribune
Tribune News Service

There are some people in my family who do not vote.
They are the descendants of a proud African-American
family from Georgia, the grandchildren, great-grandchildren
and great-great-grandchildren of wise men and women who
understood the power of the ballot box even when they were
barred from the polls.
Along the way, some of my younger relatives lost sight of
the determination and vision that prevented people who had
very little hope from becoming hopeless and kept those who
appeared to have no power from actually becoming powerless.
Perhaps no one should have been more disillusioned with
politics than the people of my parents’ generation, born in the
South a century ago. America was cruel to them, and politicians
who could have helped did nothing but make it worse.
For that generation, though, voter apathy was not an option.
Many African-Americans were willing to die rather than live
without the right to vote.
When I was growing up, my father and mother never missed
a chance to do their civic duty. On Election Day, at the end of
my father’s shift at the Uniroyal factory, he would swing by the
house to pick up my mother and, with my brother and me in the
back seat, head uptown to vote.
It didn’t matter whether it was an election for a seat on the
Hogansville City Council or to decide the next president of the
United States, neither rain nor cold could keep them away. Too
much was at stake, not so much for them anymore but for their
children, their grandchildren and every Glanton child who
followed.
My parents knew that their vote would determine how
proudly we would be able to walk in the world long after they
were gone. They would have no financial wealth to leave the
generations to come, but they were determined to secure for us
the hope of prosperity.
For them, voting was about more than being able to drink
from any water fountain or enter any public restroom. It was
about exuding dignity, respect and honor. It was about believing
that they had the power to change the course of a nation when
others insisted they didn’t.
Voting was the only way they could ensure that their children
could achieve goals much higher than any they could imagine
for themselves, having been born to domestic workers and
farmers. The ballot was an investment in a future where their
offspring could chart their own course.
Somewhere down this spiraling road, some young adults in
my family took a detour. They decided that their ambivalence
about voting somehow makes them more “woke” than those
who came before them, that they have discovered certain
“truths” about America’s political system that their elders never
were able to figure out.
So they ignored the lessons of the past and decided to make a
dangerous U-turn. In the South, where they live, the Republican
power structure has been more than willing to help push them
further and further backward.
Right now in Georgia, voting rights advocacy groups charge
that Republican gubernatorial candidate Brian Kemp, who is
also the secretary of state, is systematically using his office to
suppress minority votes that likely would benefit his opponent,
Stacey Abrams, an African-American. Voting rights are again
under siege, and some of my relatives don’t even care.

Certainly, this apathy does not apply to all of the young adults
in my family. We are very proud of how civic-minded many of
them are.
But instead of focusing on the many reasons they should
participate in the upcoming midterm elections as well as the
presidential election two years from now, some of my family
insist on trying to explain why they won’t vote. Here are some of
their excuses:
“I don’t believe in politics.” In other words, they don’t believe
that laws passed by politicians have any impact on their lives.
Meanwhile, some with low-paying jobs are uninsured because
politicians in Georgia chose not to accept federal funding to
expand Medicaid that would make them eligible for Obamacare.
“Politicians are going to do whatever they want anyway.” This
kind of victim mentality keeps people struggling at the bottom.
They don’t believe they have the power to change anything. So
they abdicate their responsibility to others who are most likely
to vote against their best interests. And their belief becomes
a self-fulfilling prophecy _ politicians get to do whatever they
want because no one is holding them accountable.
“I live in a red state. My vote doesn’t count.” Georgia is a red
state because nonvoters have allowed it to remain a red state. All
states have the potential to be an important swing state if people
would just get out and vote.
“Politicians are hypocrites.” Yes, some of them are but so are
many people who don’t vote. They are all over social media
talking about what they don’t like about government, leading
friends to believe they are active participants in the electoral
process when they are actually faking it.
In my opinion, if you don’t vote, you lose the right to
complain.

Graphic: Tribune News Service

The Environmental
Protection Agency has
installed new members on
a scientific advisory panel
that guides the agency on
air pollution and only one
of them is an independent,
academic scientist.
The seven-member Clean
Air Scientific Advisory
Committee plays a critical role
in guiding the EPA’s decisions
on national standards for
ozone, particulate matter
and other pollutants. Its
responsible for reviewing
studies governing air pollution
and recommending whether
existing national standards
need to be rewritten.
EPA Acting Administrator
Andrew Wheeler announced
five new members on
Wednesday, calling them
“highly qualified.” In a
statement, he cited their
diverse “backgrounds in fields
like toxicology, engineering,
medicine, ecology and
atmospheric science.”
But environmentalists
raised concerns with the
makeup of the panel. Most of
the members now hail from
state agencies that have been
critical of stringent national
ambient air quality standards
for ozone and other material.
“These are folks who are
not active researchers and
scientists in the field; these
are people who work in
state agencies,” said Andrew
Rosenberg, director of
the Union of Concerned
Scientists’ Center for Science
and Democracy. With the
appointments, President
Donald Trump’s EPA is
“stacking the boards” and
“fixing the science advisory
boards so you really only get
one point of view,” Rosenberg

said.
The shift comes as the
Trump administration
remakes other expert
advisory panels. Last year,
EPA Administrator Scott
Pruitt, Wheeler’s predecessor,
imposed a policy barring
committee members from
also receiving agency grants,
a change that could limit
conflicts of interest but
also makes it harder for
some academic scientists to
participate.
The lone academic scientist
in the group is pulmonologist
Mark Frampton, a professor
emeritus of medicine at
the University of Rochester
Medical Center, who has
published research on ozone
air pollution limits.
Other new members
include Corey Masuca,
with the Jefferson County
(Alabama) Department of
Health and Steven Packham
with Utah’s Department of
Environmental Quality, and
Timothy Lewis, an aquatic
ecology expert with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
a federal agency involved in
dams, canals and other public
works projects.
Another new appointee,
toxicologist Sabine Lange
with the Texas Council on
Environmental Quality, has
drawn scrutiny for a workshop
on ozone three years ago
that critics said downplayed
the public health risks. The
Environmental Defense Fund
said the event undermined the
public health benefits of ozone
limits and Lange left out key
factors in an analysis of ozone
exposure.
In May, the EPA imposed
new procedures for evaluating
national ambient air quality
standards, saying the agency
should factor in economic
concerns.

Lessons from
Les Moonves ouster
By Los Angles Times
Tribune News Service

If the swift departure of CBS Chairman Les Moonves
has a bright side, it’s that a major television network took
accusations of sexual harassment against its chief executive
seriously enough to hold him accountable and obtain his
resignation even at the expense of upending the management
of its multi-billion dollar business. After a year of revelations
spawned by the #MeToo movement, that’s the least we should
be able to expect.
It took less than two months from the first set of allegations
of sexual harassment against Moonves, published in the New
Yorker, for the media executive to resign under pressure.
That’s warp-speed for a corporation the size of CBS. Granted,
the New Yorker recently followed up with a second set of
allegations, raising the chances that the network would be
engulfed in a crippling scandal if it didn’t act. Those additional
allegations apparently persuaded CBS to put Moonves’
$120-million severance package on hold, and wisely so,
pending the conclusion of an outside investigation of the
allegations.
But there’s another, less welcome lesson here. The length
of time over which these alleged incidents occurred is a
painful reminder of how long some men have been able to
engage in such behavior, how difficult it can be for women
to come forward, and how slow and painful is the process of
reevaluating and revamping a culture that allowed harassers
and predators to carry on.
The accusations in the New Yorker by 12 women, which
include allegations that Moonves forced some to perform oral
sex on him, that he threw one woman against a wall, and that
he retaliated professionally against several for rebuffing his
advances, span some three decades, including Moonves’ years
as an executive at Lorimar before he joined CBS. Some of the
women say they debated whether to report their encounters
back then but decided against it, fearing that they would not
be believed or that their own careers would be damaged.
Moonves has denied misusing his position and said he has
always “abided by the principle that ‘no’ means ‘no.’”
The investigation, we hope, will resolve any discrepancies.
In the meantime, the Moonves case should serve as a
reminder that no one, no matter how successful, is beyond
accountability. What still needs to be done is to make clear
that no one should be abusing their power in the first place.
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USC reaches $215 million settlement in case of ex-gynecologist
By Matt Hamilton and
Harriet Ryan
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — The University
of Southern California said Friday
it had agreed to pay $215 million to
former patients of Dr. George Tyndall,
the first in what is expected to be a
wave of payouts stemming from the
sexual abuse scandal involving the
longtime campus gynecologist.
The proposed settlement would
provide $2,500 to any USC student
treated by Tyndall during his threedecade tenure and up to $250,000 to
those who allege they were abused
by him. As many as 17,000 students
and alumnae are eligible, a university
lawyer said.
Wanda Austin, USC’s interim
president, said in a letter to the
campus community that through the
settlement, “we hope that we can help
our community move collectively
toward reconciliation.”
Austin said in an interview that
administrators have not estimated
how much the Tyndall scandal will
cost the university in the end as “there
are still unknowns here.”
The deal applies only to a federal
class-action lawsuit and does not
automatically resolve more than 400
other patient suits playing out in Los
Angeles Superior Court.
Lawyers in those local cases
lambasted the settlement as paltry and
premature, and promised to continue
pursuing their cases. They said the
class settlement did not allow for a
full accounting of USC’s handling
of Tyndall. The doctor was allowed
to practice at the student health
center for 27 years despite numerous
complaints that began in the early
1990s.
“They want to shut it down, close
the loop and end the inquiry on
the documents showing who knew
what — because it’s bad,” said John
Manly, an Irvine-based attorney
representing 180 of Tyndall’s former
patients. “If you are in favor of secrecy
about sexual assault and in favor of
protecting sexual abusers, this is a
great day for you.”
Tyndall has denied any
wrongdoing. His attorney, Leonard

Levine, has said that his client
“continues to maintain that he
engaged in no criminal conduct and
that his medical examinations were
always within the standard of care.”
The settlement was negotiated in
recent months between three law
firms representing patients, USC
lawyers and an attorney for Tyndall.
U.S. District Judge Stephen V. Wilson
must sign off on the deal in order
for it to take effect. The money for
the settlement would come from the
university’s insurers and what Austin
described as “capital reserves.”
“While we cannot change the past,
it is my sincere hope that this timely
settlement provides some measure
of relief to those impacted and their
families,” said Rick Caruso, chairman
of USC’s board of trustees, in a letter
to alumni.
USC’s legal team anticipates the
agreement will attract many women
who have not filed lawsuits to share
in the $215 million, said Tara Lee,
an attorney for USC with Quinn
Emanuel Urquhart and Sullivan.
“Our hope is it would encompass
as many former patients as possible,”
she said.
Austin told the Los Angeles Times
on Friday that it was important to
her to include all women treated
by Tyndall, rather than only those
who alleged abuse, so that women
who might be too intimidated to file
a police report or a lawsuit could
receive fair compensation.
“It provides privacy and certainty
for how this is addressed,” Austin said.
Former patients contacted by the
Times said they had quickly decided
not to participate in the settlement.
Alexis Rodriguez, who complained
to USC administrators about Tyndall
in 1995, said she would press ahead
with the suit she filed through her
attorney, Gloria Allred.
“Two hundred and fifteen million
dollars for USC for nearly 30 years of
wrongdoing doesn’t sound equitable
to me,” said Rodriguez, a federal
probation officer.
In May, Michigan State University
reached a $500 million settlement
with 332 women and girls who say
they were sexually assaulted by sports
doctor Larry Nassar.
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Former patients of Dr. George Tyndall are getting a first wave of payments stemming from a sex abuse scandal.
Penn State has paid out more than
$100 million in sexual abuse cases
involving assistant football coach
Jerry Sandusky.
The USC class-action settlement’s
$250,000 cap roiled plaintiffs’
attorneys. Mike Arias, who represents
about 80 women in state court cases,
said he had a number of clients —
“very prominent people” — who
suffered damages far in excess of that
amount.
“You are going to have a lot of
people opt out of this settlement, I
will guarantee that,” Arias said.
Other critics objected to how the
settlement forestalled the taking of
sworn testimony and exchange of
records, a process that can reveal
damaging evidence about institutional
failures.
Manhattan Beach lawyer John
Taylor, whose firm represents
about 100 state court plaintiffs,
said that while he was pleased USC
had acknowledged wrongdoing,
he planned to push forward
with depositions of university
administrators and requests to review
internal school records.
“We are still trying to figure out the
cover-up and how it went on for so
long,” he said.
Annika Martin, an attorney for
Tyndall patients who helped negotiate
the class-action settlement, defended
the deal, saying it offered security
and avoided the potential trauma of
testifying.

“Whenever you litigate, there’s
a risk. And, sure, you could have
come up with a verdict of more than
$250,000, but you could have come
up with a jury verdict of zero,” said
Martin. In the settlement, she said,
“You know what you are going to get,
and you know the process to get it.”
Speaking shortly after the
settlement announcement, Austin
described first learning of Tyndall
near the end of 2017, when she and
fellow university trustees were briefed
by then-President C.L. Max Nikias
and his advisers.
Tyndall had left the university
the previous summer under a secret
deal that included a financial payout.
His departure followed an internal
investigation into allegations of sexual
harassment and racially inappropriate
remarks.
When Nikias informed the board
about Tyndall, Austin recalled, the
emphasis was on his racial comments
and “all the governance processes
were working correctly.”
“I don’t think anybody understood
fully the magnitude of it at that time,”
she said.
Following the publication of the
Times’ story, she said, she came to see
that the real issue was inappropriate
touching of patients’ genitals and
suggestive remarks during exams.
“The realization it was about the
gynecology ... you are looking at a
different problem,” Austin said.
Fury among USC faculty led

Nikias to step down, and a search
for a successor is underway. Austin,
a longtime aerospace executive and
alumna, took control of the university
on a temporary basis in August.
Since then, she said, she has talked to
many former patients and parents of
patients, and being a woman as well as
a mother and a grandmother helped
her grasp the scope of the problem.
Austin noted that USC’s student
health clinic has been overhauled
since Tyndall left and touted a
new university office dedicated
to investigating misconduct and
promoting sound ethics.
“We have bright, smart people and
are very dedicated to doing the right
thing,” Austin said.
Asked why many of the
administrators who handled Tyndall
remained in their posts, and in
some cases had been given more
responsibilities, Austin indicated that
she was waiting for the results of an
internal investigation by law firm
O’Melveny & Myers commissioned by
trustees.
When it is concluded at the end of
the year, she said, “we will respond.”
A Los Angeles Police Department
investigation into Tyndall’s conduct
in medical exams is ongoing, and
detectives have presented 64 cases
to sex-crimes prosecutors. The Los
Angeles County district attorney’s
office is evaluating the cases.
No charges have been filed against
the doctor.

UC Irvine concert canceled after rapper
Community donates tree, bench to help
fulfill final wish of rock climber who died Famous Dex jumped into the audience
By William Lee
Chicago Tribune

DePaul University graduate Savannah Buik
simply would have adored the 12-foot tulip
poplar tree and granite boulder bench that
her community residents bought to honor
the math student, activist and burgeoning
social media star, her mother, Nina, said.
On a recent sunny morning, as
schoolchildren shared sidewalk space with
dog walkers and stroller-pushing moms and
nannies, Nina Buik sat on the bench and
played out how the bubbly Savannah, who
was never at a loss for words, would have
reacted.
“She would have (said) ‘Oh My God. Have
you seen this? This is so exciting,’ “ Buik
said, mimicking her daughter’s high-pitched
enthusiasm.
Savannah Buik died in a rock climbing
accident in Wisconsin seven months ago.
The tree, with its leaves changing to
autumn colors, is especially meaningful for
Nina Buik. Some of her daughter’s cremated
remains are mixed with the soil, the tree a
final wish she had made to her mother if she
died suddenly. The idea behind it was that,
even in death, she’d continue to grow.
Personal growth was a recurring theme
in Savannah Buik’s life. The former teen
soccer player used rock climbing to not only
become physically stronger but help her
focus on helping young people with selfacceptance and mental health issues.
On March 28, Buik, 22, who had just
completed her final coursework toward a
math degree from DePaul, was killed in a fall
while climbing at Devil’s Lake State Park in
Baraboo, Wis., the first rock climbing death
at the park in at least 20 years.
Earlier this month, dozens of Savannah
Buik’s neighbors gathered with Nina and
her husband, Courtney, to officially unveil
the bench and tree. Organizers with Roscoe
Village Neighbors, a community association
group, convened a special committee that
worked for months to navigate red tape and
secure the bulk of the $7,500 price tag, which
included the purchase of the 15-year-old
tree, the bench and new paving.
“She would have been super happy to see
these people coming together, and in such a
loving way, to honor her. And to know that
she, in her short life, had made such a big
impact,” her mom said.
Savannah Buik’s death led to a massive

outpouring of emotions from longtime
friends, former instructors at DePaul and
even notable figures in the world of rock
climbing.
A burgeoning social media star among
rock climbers, Savannah Buik’s captivating
photos of her many climbing trips across the
country gained thousands of followers.
The Georgia native, whose other passions
included live music, nature conservation
and volunteer work, used her voice to call
attention to issues she felt deeply about.
She worked with Project HEAL, a nonprofit
that aids teens with eating disorders, and
the American Alpine Club, which works to
conserve climbing areas.
“She really embodied, to me, what women
today espouse to be: strong, independent,
smart, self-accepting, unafraid,” Nina Buik
said
The marketing executive, who had to
overcome her own grief at the sudden loss,
was heartened by numerous strangers who
approached her to say how much the young
woman had meant to them. She said she
received online notifications from climbers
who planted trees dedicated to her daughter
all over the world.
Eventually, Nina Buik said, her daughter’s
voice in her head pushed her to undertake
this last request.
“And I listened. (It) took me a while and
it was hard, but we miss her greatly. She was
an amazing force and an amazing spirit, not
only on her own, but in this community.”
Nina Buik approached Roscoe Village
Neighbors about helping her fulfill her
daughter’s last wish, and the group sprang to
action. A committee worked for about five
months with business and elected leaders to
seek donations and find a suitable location
for the tree and bench.
“It was a no-brainer as far as we were
concerned,” said David Kerber, a former
president of Roscoe Village Neighbors.
“This was a wish of Savannah’s, and it was an
obvious next step for us. We’re a very tight
community; the Buiks are a fantastic family
and we just want to support them in the way
that we could.”
Nina Buik said she will carry on with
her daughter’s passion projects, saying
Savannah’s presence continues to speak to
her and compels her to go on. “She’s just got
one of those spirits that continues to give,
continues to inspire and that continues to
motivate me.”

By Louis Sahagun
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES—The annual
Shocktoberfest concert held at the University
of California, Irvine’s Bren Event Center to
kick off the basketball season was abruptly
canceled Friday night after rapper Famous
Dex leaped into the audience and students
stormed the stage, officials said.
“University police on site declared it
was a dangerous situation,” Tom Vasich, a
spokesman for the campus said, “so they
turned on the lights and canceled the rest of
the show.”
“Concert goers left the arena in an orderly
fashion,” Vasich said. “Two people were
arrested for intoxication.”
A short while later, however, students
outside the arena were flooding social media
channels with tweets, photos and videos of
a man in Dex’s vehicle waving a gun and
threatening spectators jostling for a closer
look.
After Dex and his crew sped off, UCI police

issued a Zot alert that warned: “a male 25
yr, 5’11, was seen inside white vehicle...with
a gun at Pereira & W. Peltason. Call 911 if
vehicle seen.”
“In the coming days,” Vasich said, “there
will be discussions on how to move forward
with the popular annual campus event.”
Associated Students of UCI, which operates
the Shocktoberfest event, was not immediately
available for comment Saturday. But the
organization later issued a statement.
“We are looking into the situation from
all aspects to see if a partial refund could be
granted,” said Dilraj Toor, student service vice
president for the organization. “Our mid-liner,
Famous Dex,” she said, “presented us with
challenges that escalated out of our control.”
In any case, some of the 4,500 students
who attended the show and witnessed the
pandemonium have their minds made up.
“No. One. Book. Famous. Dex. Ever. Again,”
one of them suggested in a tweet.
“Famous Dex said, “Shockotberfest and
gave UCI students glocktoberfest instead,”
said another.

Yale sued again for data breach
that impacts former students
By Dave Altimari

The Hartford Curant
HARTFORD, Conn. — A second lawsuit
has been filed against Yale University over
a 10-year-old data breach in which personal
information of more than 100,000 students
was obtained by hackers.
In June during a routine security review
of its servers Yale officials discovered that
hackers gained access to electronic records
containing personal information, including
social security numbers, birth dates, email
and home addresses stored on its database
between April 2008 and January 2009.
One of those students is Andrew Mason,
who attended a summer program at Yale
in 2005. Mason is the named defendant
in what will likely become a class-action
lawsuit.
Yale sent a letter to students impacted
by the breach about six weeks after the
university became aware of it, offering12
months of free identity-theft protection
services to those students.
The hacker’s identity remains unknown.

Yale officials have said they don’t plan to
conduct an investigation because it would
not be possible to identify a suspect 10 years
after the breach.
The lawsuit alleges that Yale “improperly
retained personal information, which was
subsequently transferred to unauthorized
persons during the breach, as evidenced
by its statements that the personal
identification information compromised
in the breach was deleted from servers in
September 2011 because it was unnecessary
personal data.”
It also alleges that Yale was made aware
of serious data breach issues in 2012 by a
hacker group known as NullCrew which
notified school officials that it “obtained
personal information about Yale students
and staff members by exploiting security
faults in Yale’s databases.”
A similar lawsuit was filed in August by
a woman named Julie Mason. It is unclear
if she is related to the other defendant,
Andrew Mason.
Yale officials could not be reached for
comment Wednesday.

World
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Migrant caravan treks through stifling heat in southern Mexico
By Kate Linthicum
Los Angeles Times

TAPACHULA, Mexico — A growing
caravan of roughly 7,000 Central American
immigrants continued its trek toward the
United States on Sunday, blowing past
Mexican police and immigration officials.
The group, which has swelled in size in
recent days, set out before dawn on the
only road out of the small Mexican border
town of Ciudad Hidalgo. It arrived in the
afternoon in the city of Tapachula, more
than 20 miles away.
The migrants, nearly all from the poor
and violent nation of Honduras, posed
a growing political and humanitarian
calamity for Mexico, which has come under
intense pressure from President Donald
Trump to stop them.
On Friday, Mexican police used tear gas
to block migrants from storming an official
border crossing. But in the days since,
Mexico has appeared unwilling to use force
to stop the thousands of people who have
illegally crossed the Suchiate River from
Guatemala into Mexico and started walking
north.
That may be in part because the migrants
include hundreds of women and small
children, some in strollers. It could also be
because of the daunting size of the caravan,
which stretched for at least two miles.
As the caravan headed north Sunday
in the 90-degree heat, another group of
roughly 1,500 migrants waited on the
Guatemalan side of the river, hoping to
enter Mexico legally.
Authorities said at least 640 caravan
members already have entered legally and
applied for refugee status in Mexico and are
being detained while their applications are
processed.
The migrants left Honduras more than a
week ago and began arriving several days
ago at the Guatemalan border town of Tecun
Uman, just across the river from Ciudad
Hidalgo.
Most say they intend to cross into the
United States, not seek refuge in Mexico.
Some complain that they were unable to
find work in Honduras. Others say they are
f leeing violence or political repression there
and hope to apply for asylum in the U.S.
Ingrid Andino, her husband and their two
children left their small town in Honduras
about a month ago after a local gang started
pressuring her 16-year-old son to sell drugs.
“They were going to kill him or kill us,” she
said.

Andino said her family stayed with
relatives in another town for a time before
seeing the caravan on the news and deciding
to join.
On Sunday, she and her family walked
north in a line, holding hands, while she
carried a bag containing the family’s
possessions balanced on her head.
Trump has made the caravan a campaign
issue at rallies across the country ahead
of the U.S. midterm elections, calling
it a menace to national security. He has
threatened Mexico and Central American
countries with economic reprisal if they fail
to stop the migrants and vowed to send the
military to close the U.S. border should the
group make it that far.
Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto,
under pressure from Trump, has said
repeatedly that no migrants will be allowed
to enter the country in an “irregular”
manner. Mexico’s deterrence of those who
tried to storm the official border crossing
Friday drew praise from Trump.
But when droves of people began crossing
the river, swimming or boarding rafts,
Mexican police and immigration agents just
watched.
Gerardo Hernandez, head of the civil
protection agency in the municipality of
Suchiate, Chiapas, said that as of Saturday
night, 7,233 immigrants had been registered
at a shelter in Ciudad Hidalgo.
The group formed an imposing bloc as
it began to march Sunday. Many Mexicans
who live in the area lined the highway,
handing out free clothes, sandwiches and
bottles of water while cheering the caravan
on.
“May God bless you!” one woman
shouted.
“Thank you, Mexico!” the migrants
shouted back.
Several times, large groups of police
officers clad in riot gear blocked the road
but then retreated. At one point, a small
group of police watched as members of the
caravan passed, some of them skipping.
When a small group of immigration
officials tried to stop the caravan to
persuade its members to apply for political
asylum, the caravan swept past them, too.
As the day wore on, the enthusiasm
drained somewhat.
The strongest of the group, mostly young
men, led while the weaker fell behind. One
teenage girl stumbled into a car parked on
the shoulder of the highway, then rested
her head for a brief moment on the trunk.
Others carried cases of water, stuffed

Category 4 Hurricane Willa barrels
toward Mexico’s Pacific coast
By Carmen Pena

Tribune News Service
MEXICO CITY — Mexico on Monday was
bracing for the arrival of Hurricane Willa,
which was downgraded from a Category 5
to a Category 4 storm, but was nevertheless
expected to wreak havoc on the country’s
Pacific coast.
The hurricane will gradually weaken, but
is still expected to be “a dangerous major
hurricane when it reaches the coast of
Mexico,” the U.S. National Hurricane Center
(NCH) said on Monday.
Willa could produce a “life-threatening”
storm surge, wind and rainfall accompanied
by large and destructive waves, with a
“potentially catastrophic” impact on westerncentral and southwestern regions of the
country, according to the NHC.
The hurricane’s sustained winds were
traveling at 155 miles per hour. It was

expected to make landfall along the westcentral coast of mainland Mexico on Tuesday
afternoon or evening, the meteorological
service said.
The states of Jalisco, Michoacan, Nayarit
and Sinaloa meanwhile started preparing
protective measures such as evacuations and
setting up temporary shelters.
The hurricane has already sparked heavy
rains in Michoacan, where helicopters were
flying above affected areas to see if help was
needed, the state’s civil protection authorities
said on Twitter.
In Jalisco, the authorities were prepared for
“a safe and fast evacuation,” the state’s civil
protection director Trinidad Lopez told the
broadcaster Milenio.
About 2,000 soldiers and civil protection
personnel were deployed in Nayarit. School
classes were suspended in 11 municipalities in
Nayarit and in seven municipalities in Sinaloa,
according to Milenio.

Assange sues Ecuador over conditions
to remain in the London Embassy
By Stephan Kueffner
Bloomberg News

QUITO, Ecuador —
WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange is suing Ecuador’s
Foreign Minister Jose
Valencia over new rules
of conduct imposed as a
condition for him to remain
at the country’s embassy in
London, according to his
lawyer.
The rules violate
Assange’s constitutional
rights and need to be
clarified by Ecuador’s
courts, Baltasar Garzon,
a former Spanish judge,
told reporters in Quito on
Friday. Failure to accept
them could lead to his
expulsion from the embassy.
The WikiLeaks founder
sought the protection of
Ecuador in 2012 to avoid
extradition to Sweden,

where he faced rape
allegations, or the U.S.,
where he could be punished
for publishing secret
government documents.
Among the conditions
imposed by the Ecuadorian
government, the embassy
would decide who could
visit Assange and when,
while restricting his ability
to comment on political
issues. It also orders him to
take proper care of his cat
or risk having it handed to
a shelter.
“Mention of the cat is
degrading,” Garzon said,
adding that Assange is
ill due to his prolonged
confinement in the embassy.
He still lacks access to the
internet, his lawyer said.
Ecuador will respond
to the lawsuit adequately,
observing the rule of law,

Valencia said in a statement
posted on the foreign
ministry’s website. “The
embassy has the right to
protect its offices, the
officials who work there,
and even Mr. Assange
himself,” he wrote.
Documents made public
this week revealed Ecuador
granted citizenship to
Assange in December in a
failed bid to transfer him to
Moscow as an Ecuadorian
diplomat. Garzon said that
“was a decision made by
the government of Ecuador
and accepted by Assange”
and that failure of the plan,
later blocked by the British
Foreign Office, wasn’t his
client’s fault.
Assange, now an
Ecuadorian citizen, remains
under the protection of
Quito, he added.
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Migrants from Honduras wait on a bridge that connects Guatemala and Mexico on Oct. 20.
animals or children.
Paola Oviedo, 21, walked while hugging
her 18-month-old son to her chest. She was
panting, and she and her baby were both
sweating heavily.
Oviedo, who crossed the Suchiate River
on a raft, said she decided to leave Honduras
after facing death threats from her abusive
ex-husband. The police did nothing to help
her, she said.
She said didn’t want her son to grow up
without his mother.
“I have to do this for his future,” she said.
Each immigrant was driven by a different
dream.
For Cesar Meijia, 23, it was the freedom to
be himself.
When Meijia came out as gay several years
ago, his family sent him to a psychologist
and the local gang threatened to kill him,
saying they did not want people like him in
their neighborhood. “I want to go to a place
where people respect me,” he said, marching
with a rainbow f lag tied across his broad
shoulders.
For Ramon Izaguirre, 20, the dream was
to return to the life he left behind.
Izaguirre was born in Honduras but
later moved to Phoenix with his mother.
She cleaned houses while Izaguirre worked
construction. He earned enough to buy a
small condominium and a silver Mazda
Miata.
He said he was was deported about a
month ago after a routine traffic stop
revealed that a work permit he used to enter

the country had expired.
Izaguirre had persuaded several friends
in Honduras to try to reach the United
States with him again.
“All my life is there, waiting for me,” he
said in English. “I miss my Playstation. I
miss Buffalo Wild Wings. I miss my car.”
The group walked together Sunday
at a quick pace. Izaguirre, dressed in a
camouf lage shirt from his days in ROTC
at a Phoenix high school, led the way. At
one point, he started reciting the Pledge of
Allegiance.
When a pickup truck pulled up next
to the caravan and offered them a ride,
Izaguirre and his friends scrambled into the
back.
“Let’s go,” he said, and the truck sped off.
Migrants arrived throughout the
afternoon in Tapachula, finding their way
to a plaza in the city’s colonial-era center.
Denis Omar Contera, an organizer with
Pueblo Sin Fronteras, which is helping
the group, said the caravan plans to rest
Monday before setting out again.
He laughed off claims made by some
Republicans that the caravan is being
organized by Democrats or political
opponents of the right-wing president of
Honduras, Juan Orlando Hernandez.
“The only people who have helped us are
the poor people of Guatemala and Mexico
who have shared with us their beans and
tortillas,” he said.
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A June 2004 file photo of Jamal Khashoggi, outside the Royal Courts of Justice in London.

Saudis shocked by gov’s new story about Khashoggi
By Vivian Nereim
Bloomberg News

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia – Saudi Arabia’s
about-face admission that journalist and
government critic Jamal Khashoggi was killed
in its consulate in Istanbul this month sent
shock through a country where many had
believed — and defended — initial claims that
the authorities had nothing to do with it.
“A very sad day for this nation, to see what
the country had descended into,” said a Saudi
man said spoke on the condition of anonymity
to criticize a government that tolerates virtually
no dissent. “No country is perfect, but used
to be proud that the country had a certain
morality that aligned with Arabian values. We
lost that forever unfortunately.”
The Saudi government admitted early
Saturday that Khashoggi was killed Oct.
2 after “discussions” turned violent in the
diplomatic mission where he went for marriage
documents. Khashoggi died after he was
placed in a chokehold, according to a person
with knowledge of the matter. King Salman
removed a top royal adviser, and prosecutors
said 18 others had been detained in the case.
The authorities gave no explanation for
the abrupt reversal from previous professions
of innocence. In an interview the day after
Khashoggi was reported missing, Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman said the
Washington Post contributor left the consulate
unscathed. Under mounting international
pressure, Salman ordered an internal

investigation last week.
While U.S. President Donald Trump
welcomed Saturday’s moves as “a good first
step,” the admission met widespread skepticism
in Washington and other capitals. Turkish
media cited unidentified officials as saying
they have audio recordings and other evidence
Khashoggi was tortured and dismembered by
Saudi agents within minutes of arriving at the
consulate.
The crisis has revealed vulnerabilities for
33-year-old prince Mohammed as he faces
the strongest questioning of his rule among
skeptics abroad since he was appointed crown
prince last year. The adviser the king removed
Saturday, Saud al-Qahtani, was a prominent
aide to the prince.
“I’m furious about what happened,” said
a Saudi in his late 30s. “I hate when Saudi
officials get carried away and torture people.
We heard many stories during the 1980s and
thought it was behind us. And now this.”
While some accepted Saturday’s news,
several Saudis said they did not believe the new
story.
“Why couldn’t they say where they dumped
the body?” said a 24-year-old Saudi woman in
Jeddah. “If he did die during a fistfight, finding
that out shouldn’t have taken this long.”
One Saudi man said he found it hard to
believe that Mohammed had known nothing
about the case if al-Qahtani was involved,
although the authorities didn’t publicly link his
dismissal to the Khashoggi case.
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By Britton Rozzelle
His soul still burns

The 2018 iteration of the decades old “Soul” series
is here, with a wealth of single player content and a
multiplayer suite to keep even the most casual of fighting
game fans in for the ride. Players of all skill levels can
benefit from an extensive tutorial and tips section, showing
the ins-and-outs of every character on the roster, including
the new reversal art engine that adds much needed depth
and speed to matches.
Taking place before “Soul Calibur 2,” this story follows
the dread pirate Cervantes’ acquisition (and subsequent
loss) of Soul Edge, the sword made exclusively to embody
evil, corrupting all who wield it. From there, a bunch of
completely inexplicable events occur that defy all logic and
probability — in typical Soul Cal fashion.
To be frank, the story isn’t really the most important part
of most fighting games, but this one provides options for
both character-specific storylines in an arcade mode, as
well as the lengthy “Libra of the Soul” mode, which allows
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players to create their own characters and fight through an

— at time of writing I have encountered everything from

interactive series of levels.

poorly constructed Darth-Maul clones to Kirby and obscure

Throughout the experience, the created avatar of each

character references from things that I wasn’t even positive

player can find new equipment, ally with characters from

other people knew about (and, naturally, a lot of really

the main game and develop new skills — all while working

terrible original characters that someone thought looked

to discover who they are and why they are connected to the

neat).

power of the soul edge.
This feature was the most exciting one, and it proved to

Speaking of, online (at least on Playstation 4) runs
particularly smooth for a fighting game at launch, and likely

be a fun addition to the game that added more depth than

will only improve as time goes on and patches are made —

a traditional story or arcade mode for the series has in the

something that seems to have been remedied from Bandai-

past.

Namco’s other major fighting release this year — “Dragon

The Create-A-Soul feature is largely the most important

Ball Fighterz.”

part of this package. Creating unique characters has never

Ultimately, “Soul Calibur 6” offers much for the purchase,

been easier, and each one can be based off of the move-set

with more content to be added through a DLC pack. Modes

of an already-existing member of the cast — including the

will satisfy fans old and new alike for, likely, a long time. It’s

guest, Geralt from “The Witcher” series. Each character can

not the type of game that is going to make too many waves,

then be shared over online services for users to discover

but it doesn’t have to. At this point, the “Soul” series has

and can also be used in online battles as if they were any

found an audience, and this is absolutely the one to try in

other series regular.

case you haven’t had an opportunity yet.

With this opportunity comes the ability for players to
also make terrifying recreations of their favorite characters

Britton Rozzelle | @BRSomebody

